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90%  Localizado 
4% Metastásico 

n	   mediana	  
L.bajo	  riesgo	   1419	   66	  
L.	  riesgo	  intermedio	   1129	   69	  
L.alto	  riesgo	   836	   71	  
L.avanzado	   199	   71	  
A.linfá7ca	   40	   64	  
Metástasis	   162	   71,5	  
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Offer castration combined with chemotherapy to all patients whose 
first presentation is M1 disease and who are fit enough for 
chemotherapy.                                                                                  
                                                                                                              1a A

  
Offer castration alone with or without an anti-androgen to patients 
unfit for, or unwilling to consider, castration combined with 
chemotherapy.        
                                                                                                 1b A

  
Castration combined with any local treatment( Radiotherapy 
Surgery) Use castration combined with local treatment in an 
investigational setting only.                                          
                                                                                                                3  A

  

Guidelines for the first-line treatment of 
metastatic prostate cancer 



•  No existe mejoría en la SCE del CaP metastásico en los 
últimos 20 años, y el tto siempre ha sido deprivación 
androgénica.  

•  La cirugía citoreductora en otros tumores (Cólon, ovario, 
riñón) ha demostrado beneficio en supervivencia, 
mejorando la respuesta al tratamiento posterior con QMT.  

•  La cirugía ha demostrado su utilidad en CaP 
“organoconfinados” localmente avanzados de alto riesgo. 

¿QUÉ SABEMOS DEL TRATAMIENTO 
LOCAL DE LA ENFERMEDAD 

DISEMINADA? 



No Improvement Noted in Overall or Cause-Specific
Survival for Men Presenting With Metastatic Prostate

Cancer Over a 20-Year Period

Jennifer N. Wu, MD1; Kari M. Fish, MPH2; Christopher P. Evans, MD1; Ralph W. deVere White, MD1; and Marc A. Dall’Era, MD1

BACKGROUND: Prostate cancer mortality in the United States has declined by nearly 40% over the last 25 years. However, to the

authors’ knowledge, the contribution of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) screening for the early detection of prostate cancer remains

unclear and controversial. In the current study, the authors attempted to determine whether improvements in survival over time

among patients with metastatic prostate cancer have contributed to the decline in mortality. METHODS: Men aged!45 years who

presented with de novo metastatic prostate cancer from 1988 to 2009 were identified within the California Cancer Registry. Overall

survival and disease-specific survival were estimated using the Kaplan-Meier method. A multivariate analysis with Cox proportional

hazards modeling was performed to adjust for different distributions of variables between groups. RESULTS: A total of 19,336 men

presented with de novo metastatic prostate cancer during the study period. On multivariate analysis, overall survival was found to be

better for men diagnosed from 1988 through 1992 and 1993 through 1998 than for men diagnosed in the most recent era (hazards ra-

tio, 0.78; 95% confidence interval, 0.72-0.85 [P< .001] and HR, 0.79; 95% confidence interval, 0.74-0.86 [P< .001]). There was no

improvement in disease-specific survival observed when comparing the most contemporary men (those diagnosed between 2004

and 2009) with those diagnosed between 1988 and 1997. CONCLUSIONS: In this analysis of men presenting with de novo metastatic

prostate cancer, no consistent improvement in overall or disease-specific survival could be demonstrated over time. These data sug-

gest that improvements in survival for patients with advanced disease have not contributed substantially to the observed drop in

prostate cancer mortality over the PSA era and that stage migration secondary to PSA screening plays a more prominent role. Cancer

2014;120:818–23. VC 2013 American Cancer Society.
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INTRODUCTION
Prostate cancer mortality in the United States has declined by nearly 40% over the last 25 years.1 The reasons for this are
likely multifactorial and to the best of our knowledge the contribution from prostate-specific antigen (PSA) screening for
the early detection of prostate cancer remains unclear and controversial. Large randomized PSA screening trials have dem-
onstrated conflicting results, with a suggestion of improved disease-specific survival (DSS) with screening noted primarily
among younger, healthier men.2,3 However, any benefit comes at the substantial cost of overdiagnosis and overtreatment
of indolent disease, leading the US Preventative Services Task Force in 2012 to recommend against the routine use of PSA
screening for the early detection of prostate cancer.4 If PSA screening at best only has a modest effect on reducing deaths
from prostate cancer, it remains unclear which factors account for the observed changes in prostate cancer mortality over
the past 25 years.

Recent modeling studies have suggested that improvements in the treatment of localized disease may contribute to
some of the observed improvements in prostate cancer mortality over time independent of PSA screening.5 This finding is
predicted by improvements in techniques and quality of care for patients with localized prostate cancer coincident with
the profound stage migration triggered by PSA screening. These studies have estimated that changes in treatment are re-
sponsible for 22% to 33% of the observed decline in mortality.5

We hypothesized that survival for men with metastatic prostate cancer has improved over time and thus may account
for part of the observed improvement in prostate cancer mortality. To study survival improvements for men independent
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Mortalidad de CaP ha disminuido un 30-40% en los últimos 25 años, 
pero no en los CaP metastásicos. 
 
19.336 varones (1988-2009) CaP metastásico DE NOVO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
La edad media descendió de 73 a 71 años y la incidencia un 65%. 
Pero los CaP met actuales probablemente sean más agresivos 
 

Cancer 2014;120:818–23. 

Figure 1. The age-adjusted incidence rates of newly diag-
nosed metastatic prostate cancer are shown by era of
diagnosis.

Figure 2. The unadjusted Kaplan-Meier overall survival
estimates for patients with newly diagnosed metastatic pros-
tate cancer are shown stratified by era of diagnosis.

TABLE 1. Baseline Characteristics of the Study Cohort

Characteristic

Time Period of Diagnosis

1988-1992 1993-1997 1998-2003 2004-2009

PNo. % No. % No. % No. %

Total no. of patients
7338 37.9% 4336 22.4% 3801 19.7% 3861 20.0%

Median age (range), y
73 (45-104) 72 (45-100) 72 (45-102) 71 (45-96) <.0001

Race/ethnicity
Non-Hispanic white 5333 72.7% 2784 64.2% 2245 59.1% 2227 57.7% <.0001
Non-Hispanic black 876 11.9% 582 13.4% 500 13.2% 464 12.0%
Hispanic 735 10.0% 593 13.7% 657 17.3% 755 19.6%
Non-Hispanic Asian/PI 340 4.6% 306 7.1% 301 7.9% 312 8.1%
Other/unknown 54 0.7% 71 1.6% 98 2.6% 103 2.7%

Socioeconomic status
Low 2916 39.7% 1753 40.4% 1482 39.0% 1404 36.4% .0011
Medium 1483 20.2% 907 20.9% 741 19.5% 837 21.7%
High 2939 40.1% 1676 38.7% 1578 41.5% 1620 42.0%

Payer
Not insured/self-pay 7 0.1% 57 1.3% 118 3.1% 116 3.0% <.0001
Private insurance 158 2.2% 819 18.9% 1374 36.2% 1350 35.0%
Public insurance 270 3.7% 1219 28.1% 1817 47.8% 1960 50.8%
Military 111 1.5% 345 8.0% 217 5.7% 198 5.1%
Insurance NOS/unknown 6792 92.6% 1896 43.7% 275 7.2% 237 6.1%

WHO grade
1 470 6.4% 123 2.8% 29 0.8% 9 0.2% <.0001
2 2501 34.1% 1450 33.4% 1200 31.6% 267 6.9%
3/4 3601 49.1% 2358 54.4% 2211 58.2% 3154 81.7%
Unknown 766 10.4% 405 9.3% 361 9.5% 431 11.2%

Treatment
None 2219 30.2% 1034 23.9% 553 14.6% 462 12.0% <.0001
Surgery only 1548 21.1% 462 10.7% 157 4.1% 145 3.8%
Radiation only 438 6.0% 197 4.5% 126 3.3% 109 2.8%
Chemotherapy (alone or 1) 191 2.6% 102 2.4% 146 3.8% 214 5.5%
Hormonal therapy only 1590 21.7% 1707 39.4% 1954 51.4% 1979 51.3%
Surgery plus radiation 196 2.7% 51 1.2% 17 0.5% 16 0.4%
Surgery plus hormonal therapy 580 7.9% 284 6.6% 223 5.9% 226 5.9%
Hormones plus radiation 349 4.8% 384 8.9% 497 13.1% 581 15.1%
Other treatment combinations/unknown 227 3.1% 115 2.7% 128 3.4% 129 3.3%

Abbreviations: NOS, not otherwise specified; PI, Pacific Islander; WHO, World Health Organization.
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advantages for patients from the SWOG S9346 trial. Our
unadjusted curves indicated some separation after 40
months, which was not found to be statistically significant
on multivariate analysis. These discordant results likely
reflect differing patient populations between our studies
(clinical trial vs general) and the differing time periods an-
alyzed. The majority of men within the SWOG phase 3
clinical trials received aggressive systemic therapies with
regular monitoring, and clinical trial enrollment has been

shown to independently predict lower mortality for
patients with certain solid malignancies.7 However, these
findings provide further support that patients enrolled in
clinical trials may have better survival outcomes compared
with patients in general. Similar to our findings, data
from the SWOG trials were also able to demonstrate com-
parable survival for African American and white men in
the post-PSA era. These findings are likely also explained
by the profound stage migration afforded by PSA screen-
ing, with men diagnosed during the contemporary period
(between 2004 and 2009) with metastatic disease having a
uniformly poor prognosis regardless of race. In a separate
analysis, we were able to demonstrate that socioeconomic
status plays a more important role in predicting DSS than
race or even health insurance status (data not shown).

Androgen deprivation therapy remains the standard
initial therapy for men with metastatic prostate cancer.
Inevitably, the disease will progress to castration-resistant
disease, and many of the treatment advances for this stage
of disease are relatively recent. Docetaxel was approved in
2004 as initial systemic chemotherapy for patients with
castration-resistant disease, with randomized trials demon-
strating a mean survival advantage of 3.4 months over other
regimens.8 Although we were unable to analyze treatments
received over time with this data set, several studies have
demonstrated that a number of patients still do not receive
systemic therapy.9,10 More recently, improved survival has
been shown with dendritic cell immunotherapy and novel
agents targeting the androgen biosynthesis axis11-13 or the
androgen receptor.14 However, any effect of these agents
has not been captured by the current study data.

The findings of the current study can be explained
by the profound migration in stage at the time of diagno-
sis of prostate cancer with PSA screening.15 The rates of
de novo metastatic prostate cancer have declined dramati-
cally and it is conceivable that the less biologically aggres-
sive tumors with a longer lead time are selected out by
PSA screening more frequently than the aggressive pheno-
types. Although there has been ample evidence of grade
migration using the Gleason system over time, it is inter-
esting to note that approximately 81.7% of tumors from
the most recent stratum of men were considered to be
high grade (World Health Organization 3/4) as opposed
to only 49% of those from men diagnosed between 1988
and 1992.16 World Health Organization grading may
also be subject to grade migration over time, but these
data also suggest that more aggressive tumors are less likely
to be diagnosed at a localized stage with PSA screening.
However, PSA screening has clearly shifted the diagnostic
lead time of many tumors with high metastatic potential.

TABLE 2. Cox Proportional Hazards Models for OS
and DSS for De Novo Metastatic Prostate Cancer
Stratified by Year of Diagnosis

Era (Year of Diagnosis) HR 95% CI P

OS 1988-1992 vs 2004-2009 0.78 0.72-0.85 <.0001
1993-1997 vs 2004-2009 0.79 0.74-0.86 <.0001
1998-2003 vs 2004-2009 1.02 0.96-1.08 .4962

DSS 1988-1992 vs 2004-2009 0.95 0.86-1.05 .3284
1993-1997 vs 2004-2009 0.92 0.83-1.01 .0626
1998-2003 vs 2004-2009 1.09 1.02-1.17 .01

Abbreviations: 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; DSS, disease-specific sur-

vival; HR, hazards ratio; OS, overall survival.

Figure 3. The unadjusted Kaplan-Meier disease specific sur-
vival estimates for patients with newly diagnosed metastatic
prostate cancer are shown stratified by era of diagnosis.

Figure 4. Race was associated with overall survival and
disease-specific survival for the entire cohort, with Asian men
demonstrating the best overall and disease-specific survival
rates.

Survival in Metastatic Prostate Cancer/Wu et al
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definition of overdiagnosis. The rate of possible overtreat-
ment varies from 5% to 46%, depending on differences in the
definition of histologically insignificant PCa (iPCa) and the
investigated patient population and biopsy practice.

Awareness of these potential downsides reached daily
practice long ago and led to a gradual change in referral
patterns of counseling urologists and treatment patterns
with radical prostatectomy (RP) in our institution in recent
years. To document this, we described the instruments and
consequences of cancer and patient selection in the largest
European single-center cohort.

Cancer selection is used to avoid overtreatment. Various
estimates exist to characterize PCa that might not need
immediate treatment or treatment at all. When the widely
used definition of low-risk disease [6] was applied to our RP
cohort, the rate of low-risk cancers declined from 60% in
2004 to 27% in 2011–2013. The rate of potential active
surveillance (AS) candidates, defined according to the
European Association of Urology guidelines, declined from
38.2% in 2004 to 14.7% in 2013 (Fig. 1). Furthermore, the
rate of men with purely Gleason 6 in RP specimens went
down from 56.2% in 2004 to 10% in the past 3 yr using the
same original Gleason grading system and not the revised
version of 2005. Finally, the rate of organ-confined (OC)
disease dropped from 80% to 62% in the same time period.

The rate of histologic iPCa in the final RP specimen is
another widely used measure to define the amount of
overtreatment by RP, and historical series described rates of
iPCa between 16% and 32% [7,8]. For the present evaluation,
three established definitions for iPCa were applied: (1) the
Epstein criteria, consisting of OC, no Gleason 4 or 5, and
cancer volume <0.2 ml [7]; (2) the Stamey criteria, with OC,

no Gleason 4 or 5, and cancer volume <0.5 ml [9]; and (3)
the Wolters criteria, including OC, no Gleason 4 or 5, and
tumor volume <2.5 ml [10]. We measured whole cancer
volume (not just the index tumor) in a consecutive series of
913 patients with PCa operated between October 2012 and
March 2013. The rate of iPCa was 1% [7], 2.8% [9], and 8.8%
[10] according to the three different definitions, respective-
ly, demonstrating a dramatic drop in the rate of iPCa in a
modern RP series compared with historical series [8]. These
findings are in line with other reported RP series [11,12].

The reason for such an inverse stage and grade migration
can only be speculated, since a great part of tumor and
patient selection is done in primary care units. Certainly, the
increasing use of AS in low-risk cancers is a main factor.

In addition to suitable cancer selection, adequate patient
selection based on age, comorbidities, and life expectancy is
the other instrument used to avoid overtreatment. Appro-
priate patient selection can be estimated by a low rate of
other-cause mortality (OCM) in RP series. The OCM rate in
our patients (1403 with complete follow-up information,
composing 88.7% of the whole cohort), with a minimum
follow-up of 15 yr, was low at 14.8%. The 15-yr OCM rates in
men aged<65 yr at time of RP (66% of the whole cohort) and
aged !65 yr were 10.2% and 24.3%, respectively.

These data must be interpreted in comparison to studies
questioning the beneficial effect of RP in PSA-detected PCa.
The OCM rate in the Prostate Cancer Intervention Versus
Observation Trial (PIVOT) at the same point in time was
>50% in both the control group and the RP group [13]
(Fig. 2). Investigating the role of RP in an obviously
inadequately selected patient cohort might be misleading,
and such findings cannot be extrapolated to current clinical
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Fig. 1 – Changes in cancer selection: (a) frequency of patients with solely Gleason 6 cancer in the radical prostatectomy (RP) specimen, based on the
original Gleason grading; (b) percentage of active surveillance candidates according to the European Association of Urology guidelines who underwent
primary RP.
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•  PR en pacientes con Gleason 6 ha 
descendido y la edad media ha 
aumentado en Gleason > 6. 

 
•  Se están operando más pacientes 

con CaP de alto riesgo y mayor 
edad y se ha incrementado la 
Vigilancia activa. 

practice. Instead, our data could show that contemporary
patient selection, as an important tool to avoid overtreat-
ment, reached clinical practice long ago. A recent analysis of
a large German cohort, including our patients, has recently
shown that OCM decreased even further in more recent
years, demonstrating that increasing life expectancy and
consideration of comorbidities have the potential to further
decrease the rate of overtreatment [14].

The analysis of our large European RP series could
demonstrate that the long-standing discussion of overtreat-
ment might become outdated. RP as the initial treatment of
low-risk disease in our institution is an exception today.
Men who choose RP as primary treatment of low-risk PCa
are younger than RP candidates with higher risk profiles.
Despite the fact that PSA is still used for screening and
early detection for PCa and might still result in significant
overdiagnosis, we no longer see a significant rate of
overtreatment in our patient cohort. This is probably
because of the growing application of AS and other more
conservative treatments for low-risk disease and a trend
toward the expansion of RP for more aggressive cancers.

A limitation of this observation is the fact that it is based
on a single center. However, with this Brief Communication,
we want encourage other centers to do similar analysis to
modify the long-standing and—from today’s standpoint—
maybe outdated discussion on overtreatment in well-
selected patients. A further limitation might be the fact
that some patients might have undergone radiation therapy
instead of RP, possibly leading to an overestimation of the
reduction of local therapy in AS candidates. With present
cancer selection, the focus of the discussion might change to
address the issue of undertreatment instead. Cancer-
specific mortality in our patient cohort at 15 yr was 10%
in men with Gleason 3 + 4 in the specimen and almost 30%
in men with Gleason 4 + 3. These data were obtained after
RP and additional treatments such as radiation therapy,
hormonal therapy, chemotherapy, and palliative treat-
ments, with their respective morbidity profiles. In future
discussions, it seems important to consider the additional
morbidity of therapies needed for men who were treated
too late to be cured by RP alone.
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contemporary radical prostatectomy cohort compared with the investigated cohort in the PIVOT study [13].
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Changing Trends in Surgical Management of Prostate Cancer:
The End of Overtreatment?
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After the introduction of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) and
its use for early detection and screening for prostate cancer
(PCa), many centers observed significant stage migration
toward lower stage and grade and more curable disease
[1–3]. However, substantial overdiagnosis and subsequent
overtreatment have been identified as major downsides of

PSA testing and have led to intense discussion in the
medical and general press [4]. Moreover, current guidelines
do not recommend PSA-based mass screening [5,6].

In a recent review addressing this issue, Loeb and
coworkers stated that the rate of overdiagnosis varies from
22% to 67% in screen-detected PCa, depending on the
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Abstract

The use of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) for screening or early detection of prostate
cancer (PCa) results in significant stage migration toward more favorable stages and a
proven decrease in PCa mortality but is accompanied by substantial rates of overdiag-
nosis and overtreatment. Acknowledgement of these downsides and endeavors to avoid
them have led to substantial changes in treatment patterns. Many centers have reported
dramatic changes, with increases in active surveillance (AS) of early cancers and local
treatment of advanced disease. To estimate the impact of this development on our
radical prostatectomy (RP) series, we analyzed changes in cancer and patient selection
over the past 15 yr. Despite a trend toward decreased utilization of RP in Germany, the
annual caseload at our institution increased due to regionalization, from 382 RPs in
2000 to 2145 in 2011, and has been stable for the past 3 yr (2106 RPs in 2014). The rate of
RPs performed in patients with low-risk PCa, AS candidates, or men with a pure Gleason
6 pattern in the RP specimen dropped from 60%, 38.2%, and 56.2%, respectively, in
2004 to 27%, 14.7%, and 10%, respectively, in 2011–2013. Patients undergoing RP with
solely Gleason 6 cancer were younger on average (aged 61 yr) than patients in higher risk
groups (aged 65 yr). The rate of histologically insignificant PCa was low, ranging from 1%
to 8.8% depending on the definition used. Patient selection is the other important tool
used to avoid overtreatment. Long-term other-cause mortality (OCM) should be low in
adequately selected RP candidates, and after a minimum follow-up of 15 yr, overall OCM
was 14.8%. The OCM rate was 10.2% in men aged <65 yr and 24.3% in men aged !65 yr.
The current analysis documents a clear shift in utilization of RP toward significant PCa in
men with long life expectancy. Based on patient and cancer selection as described, the
long-standing discussion of overtreatment with RP might become invalid.
Patient summary: Discussion of possible overtreatment has led to dramatic changes in
indication for radical prostatectomy (RP). We analyzed a large European patient cohort
and found that RP is rarely done in early cancers but is used more for aggressive tumors.
Those who underwent RP had long life expectancy and benefit from surgery. With this
change in application, overtreatment with RP is unlikely.
# 2015 European Association of Urology. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

* Corresponding author. Martini-Clinic Prostate Cancer Center, University Hospital Hamburg-
Eppendorf, Martinistr. 52, 20246 Hamburg, Germany.
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¿CÓMO METASTATÍZA EL CAP? 

•  HIPÓTESIS DE PAGET “seed and fertile soil” 
•  HIPÓTESIS DE EDWING “mechanical phenomenon” 
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•   Factores sistémicos estimuladores: 
Hormona paratiroidea (PTH), factor 
de crecimiento relacionado con la PTH, 
calcitriol y Tiroxina 

•  Factores locales estimulantes: Interleu-
kinas 3-11, factores de necrosis tumoral 
alfa y beta, RANKL.

La segunda misión del tumor, luego de de-
sarrollarse en sí mismo, es crear sitios indepen-
dientes de crecimiento (metástasis). Para cum-
plir con esta misión requieren de autopistas 
para viajar, por tanto hacen sus rutas mediante 
la angiogénesis. Para el reclutamiento de vasos 
el tumor produce endotelina 1 (ET1), factor 
de crecimiento epidérmico vascular (VEGF) 
y factor de crecimiento relacionado con las 
plaquetas (PDGF). (Figura 5)2,4,8,9

Posteriormente a la angiogénesis viene 
un fenómeno de embolización de las células 
tumorales a los vasos sanguíneos (Figura 6) y 
de adherencia de las células tumorales al en-
dotelio vascular (Figura 7). El tumor produce 

Figura 3: Los Osteoblastos formadores y reparadores 
de hueso

Figura 4: Los Osteoclastos encargados de la resorción 
ósea

MMP2 (Matrix metaloproteinasa 2) como se 
mencionó en la primera parte (Ver “progre-
sión del tumor” en la parte I), que es capaz 
de digerir la membrana basal, facilitando la 
invasión de tejidos y la embolización por el 
torrente sanguíneo. Hasta aquí podrían viajar 
a cualquier sitio del organismo, no necesaria-
mente al hueso. 

Figura 6: Embolización

Figura 5: Angiogénesis

Figura 7: Adherencia al endoelio
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•   Factores sistémicos estimuladores: 
Hormona paratiroidea (PTH), factor 
de crecimiento relacionado con la PTH, 
calcitriol y Tiroxina 

•  Factores locales estimulantes: Interleu-
kinas 3-11, factores de necrosis tumoral 
alfa y beta, RANKL.

La segunda misión del tumor, luego de de-
sarrollarse en sí mismo, es crear sitios indepen-
dientes de crecimiento (metástasis). Para cum-
plir con esta misión requieren de autopistas 
para viajar, por tanto hacen sus rutas mediante 
la angiogénesis. Para el reclutamiento de vasos 
el tumor produce endotelina 1 (ET1), factor 
de crecimiento epidérmico vascular (VEGF) 
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Angiogénesis (ET1, VEGF 
y PDFG) 

embolización adherencia endotelio 
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¿Por qué el hueso?

La matriz ósea, los factores de crecimiento 
y las proteínas de la matriz ósea, son la clave 
de por qué la avidez del tumor de próstata 
por el hueso. En otras palabras, las células se 
extravasan desde los vasos sanguíneos donde 
les gusta, en un ambiente fértil para el tumor. 
Una vez sembradas las otras células del tumor 

que siguen produciendo metástasis desde la 
fuente primaria, buscarán las células emboli-
zadas al hueso.2,3,4,8,10

El microambiente dentro de la matriz ósea 
representa normalmente el balance entre el 
proceso de formación por osteoblastos y la 
remodelación por osteoclastos. Una vez den-
tro de ese microambiente, las células tumorales 
son capaces de producir factores bioquímicos 
que causan resorción del hueso, por estimulo 
de los osteoclastos y/o formación de hueso 
por estímulo de los osteoblastos.

El péptido relacionado con la hormona pa-
ratiroidea (PTHrP) junto con la interleukina 6 
(IL-6) que es la principal de las citoquinas, son 
capaces de hacer fértil el terreno del hueso para 
la siembra de células tumorales. Ella estimula 
los osteoclastos y por tanto la osteolisis del 
hueso, por lo tanto debe estar activada en las 
metástasis líticas, pero inactivada en las me-
tástasis blásticas para permitir la producción 
de hueso. (Figura 10)

Una vez sembradas, las células tumorales 
prostáticas en el hueso producirán las mismas 
substancias para perpetuar el ciclo. En el caso 
de las metástasis blásticas, el TGF-B (que es 
muy abundante en el hueso) será estimulado 
por las proteasas, como el Antígeno específi co 
de próstata PSA, producido en el mismo hueso 
invadido, cumpliendo la función de activar los 
osteoblastos e inhibir el PTHrP activadora de 
los osteoclastos, pero adicionalmente estimular 
el tumor primario al ser el TGF-B un factor de 
crecimiento para el tumor. Este círculo vicioso 
es uno de los varios creados por el tumor para 
garantizar su supervivencia, lo que contribu-
ye a amplifi car y perpetuar hasta el infi nito el 
proceso de metabolismo óseo. (Figura 10).

El TGF B que es benefi cioso para el tumor 
es activado por múltiples vías (PSA, Células 
tumorales, osteoclastos). (Figura 10)

El resultado es una metástasis blástica con 
osteolisis vecina, existe la misma cantidad 
formada de hueso que la destruida, lo que 
convierte realmente en una metástasis mixta 
con hueso débil y fracturable. La metástasis 

Figura 8: Extravasación tumoral

Figura 9: Siembra en el hueso de células tumorales

Luego las células hacen extravasación de 
las células tumorales (Figura 8) y la siembra 
en un terreno apropiado (Figura 9), en este 
caso el hueso, siguiendo la teoría de “seed and 
soil” (semilla-terreno) que tiene una asom-
brosa semejanza con la parábola bíblica del 
sembrador.

extravasación 
(MMP2) 
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En la parte I de este artículo se había expli-
citado como es el desarrollo del fenotipo del 
cáncer de próstata. En esta segunda parte se 
hace referencia a la conformación de un feno-

tipo metastásico en el que ocurren los fenóme-
nos bioquímicos mencionados anteriormente. 
(Ver Figura 15 de la Parte I)2,4,8,9

El Fenotipo Metastásico

El fenotipo metastásico del CAP implica 
aprovechar los cambios que se han producido 
previamente y agregar otros cuatro pasos que 
son específi cos para las metástasis:2 3,4

1. Alteración del cromosoma 10 (Gen su-
presor PTEN)

2. Pérdida del p27
3. Pérdida de la E-Cadherina
4. Sobrexpresión de oncogenes (MYC, 

P53)
1. Alteración del cromosoma 10: 

Existe una pérdida de la heterozigocidad, 
que lleva a la alteración de un gen supresor 
del tumor, denominado PTEN. Al suprimirlo 
se activa una vía que facilita la supervivencia 
y crecimiento del tumor en otros tejidos. (Fi-
gura 12)

blástica implica remodelación igual que resor-
ción pero en sitios diferentes o remodelación 
mayor que resorción. (Figura 11)

Figura 10: Mecanismo de metástasis osteoblásticas del 
CAP (PTHrP: Péptido relacionado con la hormona 
paratiroidea, IL-6: Interleukina 6, TGF-B: Factor de 
crecimiento transformante beta). Las células tumorales 
estimulan con diferentes substancias los osteoblastos e 
inhiben las estimulantes de los osteoclastos. En el CAP 
pesa más el reestimulo que hace el PSA y las mismas 
células sembradas para hacer crecer en un círculo que 
tiende al infi nito con el TGF-β.

Figura 11: La metástasis blástica del CAP

Figura 12: Fenotipo metastásico. Alteración de los cro-
mosomas 10 (Gen PTEN) y 12 (Gen p 27).

2. Pérdida del p27:

El gen supresor p27, está localizado en el 
cromosoma 12. Existe una clara correlación en-
tre la pérdida de su expresión y la recurrencia 
bioquímica del CAP. Bloquear la expresión de 
este gen es una de las razones por la que las 
células se despegan y viajan. La mutación RAS 
se encuentra entre el 6-25% de los pacientes de 
CAP. La activación del RAS disminuye el gen 

Siembra tumoral y 
retroalimentación factores 
autocrinos y paracrinos  
(TGF B, PSA) 
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Fig. 13.1 Multistep model of prostate cancer progression [4]. Prostate 
cancer development is a multistep process involving complex molecu-
lar events. Distinct sets of key genes and proteins promote progression 
from the putative precursor lesion, termed high-grade prostatic intra-
epithelial neoplasia (HGPIN), or, alternately, from proliferative 
inflammatory atrophy, to hormone-naïve clinically localized cancer, to 

metastatic prostate cancer, and finally to androgen-independent (AI) 
metastatic disease that is invariably fatal. Normal prostate cells accu-
mulate genetic abnormalities over time, resulting in a dysregulated 
growth, differentiation, and function. In addition to genetic changes, 
inflammation is also believed to play an important role in prostate 
carcinogenesis (Adapted from Nelson et al. [4])

Table 13.1 Types of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) measurements in clinical practice

PSA measurement Normal range Definition and significance
Total PSA <4 ng/mL Free + bound PSA
Free PSA, % > 25% Patients with a lower percentage of free PSA have a higher risk of 

prostate cancer; used for PSA levels of 4–10 ng/mL10–25%  
(intermediate range)

PSA velocity If baseline PSA is <4 ng/mL, increase of 0.35 ng/mL  
is suspicious

A higher rate of PSA increase is more suspicious for malignancy than  
a single PSA measurement; used in patients with PSA levels of 
4–10 ng/mL; not recommended by the American Cancer SocietyIf baseline PSA is 4–10 ng/mL, increase of 

0.75 ng/mL is suspicious
Age-related PSA 40–49 years; 2.5 ng/mL Useful in younger men who generally have lower baseline PSA levels

50–59 years; 3.5 ng/mL
60–69 years; 4.5 ng/mL
70–79 years; 6.5 ng/mL

PSA density 40–49 years; 0.10 ng/mL Calculated by dividing the total serum PSA level by the estimated 
gland volume (determined by transrectal ultrasonography measure-
ment). An adjustment is required for men with a larger prostate 
volume, especially due to conditions such as BPH

50–59 years; 0.12 ng/mL
60–69 years; 0.14 ng/mL
70–79 years; 0.16 ng/mL

13.1  Types of Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA) 
Measurements in Clinical Practice

13.2  Multistep Model of Prostate Cancer 
Progression

MULTISTEP MODEL OF PROSTATE CANCER 
PROGRESSION 
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13.5  A Model of Molecular Basis of Prostate 
Cancer Progression Demonstrating 
Potential Role of ETS Gene Fusions



SUPERVIVENCIA SEGÚN 
LOCALIZACIÓN DE METÁSTASIS 

HÍGADO      10 MESES    HR 3.01 
PULMÓN      14 MESES    HR 1.43 
HUESO + N  15,7 MESES HR 1.3 
HUESO         19 MESES   HR 0,98 
GANGLIOS  26 MESES   HR 0,98 



•  TUMOR DEBULKING. Reducción masa tumoral para 
mejorar rendimiento y eficacia de tratamiento 
sistémico posterior. 

 
 
 
•  CAMBIOS EN LA BIOLOGÍA TUMORAL. Necesidad de 

persistencia de tumor primario para preparar “nicho 
premestastásico”y mantener siembra celular sistémica. 

HIPÓTESIS JUSTIFICACIÓN  

Kaplan RN, Rafii S, Lyden D. Preparing the ‘‘soil’’: the 
premetastatic niche. Cancer Res 2006;66:11089–93. 

Weckermann D, Polzer B, Ragg T, et al. Perioperative 
activation of disseminated tumor cells in bone marrow of 
patients with prostate cancer. J Clin Oncol 2009;27:1549–56. 

Qin XJ, Ma CG, Ye DW, et al. Tumor cytoreduction results in better response to 
androgen-ablation—a preliminary report of palliative transurethral resection of 
the prostate in metastatic hormone sensitive prostate cancer. Urol Oncol 
2012;30:145–9.  



…. ¿ Qué evidencias 
INDIRECTAS tenemos? ?? 



¿QUÉ EVIDENCIAS INDIRECTAS 
TENEMOS? 

• Evidencias de la cirugía radical y RDT en 
tumores localmente avanzados y de alto 
riesgo. 

• Evidencias del tratamiento local en CaP con 
afectación ganglionar. 

 
• Evidencias en Linfadenectomías de rescate.  



TRATAMIENTO MULTIMODAL EN CaP 
LOCALMENTE AVANZADOS 

3.1.2. Changes in tumor biology

There remains a critical need to delineate the molecular
features associated with progression to lethal metastatic
disease and to outline the sequence of events once
metastases have occurred. It would appear a primary tumor
is necessary for establishment of metastatic sites. As seen
for other tumors, specific upregulation of fibronectin and
clustering of bone marrow–derived cellular infiltrates that
coexpress matrix metalloproteinases in distant tissue sites
before tumor cell arrival are indispensable for the initial

stages of metastasis [20]. Their arrival at distant sites
represents early changes in the local microenvironment,
termed the premetastatic niche, that dictate the pattern of
metastatic spread [20]. This theory is complicated by
whole-genome sequencing and molecular pathologic anal-
yses. Haffner et al [21] tracked the evolution of a lethal PCa
cell clone from the primary tumor to metastasis in a single
patient using samples collected during disease progression
and at the time of death. Analysis revealed that the lethal
clone arose from a small, relatively low-grade cancer focus

Table 1 – Randomized control trials examining multimodal therapy for locally advanced prostate cancer

Study details Population Intervention (n) Median
follow-up

(yr)

Key findings

Disease stage n

Thompson et al (2009) [7]

US multicenter

1988–1997

pT3 N0 M0 a 425 RP, then: immediate RT (60–64 Gy

prostate; +RT, 214) or observation

(–RT, 211)

+RT 12.7

–RT 12.5

Median MFS favored +RT (14.7 vs

12.9 yr; HR 0.71, p = 0.016). NNT to

prevent 1 case of metastatic disease

at 12.6 yr = 12.2. OS favored +RT

(15.2 vs 13.3 yr; HR 0.72, p = 0.023).

NNT to prevent 1 death at 12.6 yr=9.1

Widmark et al (2009) [27]

European multicenter

1996–2002

cT3 (78%) N0 M0

PSA <70 ng/ml b

875 HT (3-mo LHRH-A then

antiandrogen) + RT (70 Gy prostate,

436) or HT alone (439)

7.6 7- and 10-yr CSS favored HT + RT

(93.7% and 91.1% vs 88.1% and 76.1%,

p < 0.001). 7- and 10-yr OS favored

HT + RT (83.5% and 79.9% vs 70.4%

and 60.6%, p = 0.004). 7- and 10-yr

bPFSA favored HT + RT (82.4% and

28.9% vs 74.1 and 25.3%, p < 0.001)

Warde et al (2011) [28]

North America and

UK multicenter

1995–2005

cT2–4 N0 M0 c 1205 HT (lifelong LHRH-A or bilateral

orchiectomy) + RT (45 Gy whole

pelvis + 20–24 Gy prostate, or 65–

69 Gy prostate; 603) or HT alone

(602)

6.0 7-yr OS favored HT + RT (74% vs 66%,

p = 0.03). 7-yr CSS favored HT + RT

(9% vs 79%, p = 0.0001)

Mottet et al (2012) [29]

Multicenter France and

Tunisia

2000–2003

cT3–4 N0 M0 d 264 HT (LHRH-A for 3 yr) + RT (46 Gy

whole pelvis + 22-24 Gy prostate,

133) or HT alone (130)

5.6 5-yr bPFSA and bPFSP favored HT + RT

(60.9% and 64.7% vs 8.5% and 15.4%;

p < 0.0001 and p < 0.0011,

respectively). 5-yr locoregional PFS

favored HT + RT (90.2% and 70.8%,

p < 0.0001). 5-yr CSS and OS were

equivocal

Bolla et al (2012) [8]

European multicenter

1992–2001

pT3 pN0 M0 e 1005 RP, then immediate RT (60 Gy

prostate; +RT, 502) or observation

(–RT, 503)

10.6 10-yr PFS favored +RT (60.6% vs

38.2%, p < 0.0001). OS, MFS, and cPFS

similar between groups

Wiegel et al (2014) [9]

European multicenter

1997–2004

pT3 pN0 M0 f 388 RP, then immediate RT (60 Gy

prostate; +RT, 194) or observation

(–RT, 194)

+RT 9.3

–RT 9.4

10-yr PFS favored +RT (56% vs 35%,

p < 0.0001). Patients with pT3b

tumors or +surgical margins in –RT

group, 10-yr PFS decreased to 28%

and 27%, respectively. OS and MFS

similar between groups

ADT = androgen deprivation therapy; PFS = progression-free survival; bPFSA = biochemical PFS, ASTRO definition; bPFSP = biochemical PFS, Phoenix definition;

cPFS = clinical PFS; CSS = cancer-specific survival; CXR = chest x-ray; HT = hormone therapy; LHRH-A = luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone agonist;

MFS = metastasis-free survival; NNT = number needed to treat; PLND = pelvic lymph node dissection; PSA = prostatic-specific antigen; RP = radical

prostatectomy; RT = external radiation therapy; SV = seminal vesicles.
a Patients at clinically very low risk of lymph node involvement not required to undergo PLND. All underwent RP, with either extracapsular extension, positive

surgical margins, or SV invasion 16 wk before randomization. Undetectable PSA at randomization not required. RT initiated within 10 working days from

randomization.
b PSA !70 ng/ml and negative CXR and bone scan. PSA "11 ng/ml underwent PLND (fossa obturatoria). Positive nodal disease excluded. Patients initiated RT after

3 months ADT.
c At initiation, cT3–4 N0 or X M0. In 1999, inclusion criteria changed to include cT2 with either PSA >40 ng/ml or PSA >20 ng/ml and Gleason >8. Surgical nodal

staging allowed, but pN1 excluded. Neoadjuvant ADT within 12 wk of randomization permitted. RT initiated within 8 wk of randomization.
d RT initiated within 3 mo of randomization.
e cT0–3 N0 M0 and pT2–3 N0 after RP and ilio-obturator PLND. All underwent RP, with either extracapsular extension, positive surgical margins, or SV invasion,

16 weeks prior to RT. Undetectable PSA at randomization not required. RT initiated at median 90 days after surgery. PFS = biochemical progression (increase in

PSA to >0.2 mg/L measured on two occasions "2 weeks after nadir), clinical progression, or death.
f = cT1-3 N0 M0 and pT3–4 pN0 after RP with positive or negative margins. Detectable PSA after RP excluded. RT initiated at median 81 d from surgery. PFS = two

consecutive PSA increases.
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585 urólogos europeos encuestados: 
 
 - 60-70% preferían Cirugía radical;  
-  23-40%  Radioterapia + DA  
 - 4-7% Cirugía radical como monoterapia. 
 
96% asociaban linfadenectomía.         
                                                  
                        BJU int 2014 



TRATAMIENTO MULTIMODAL EN CaP 
LOCALMENTE AVANZADOS 

•  El tto de RDT luego de PR ha demostrado mayor SCE  en 
aquellos CaP de alto riesgo, con MQP o Gleason > 7. 

 
•  Linfadenectomía intraoperatoria si se decidía o no 

hacer PR o RDT posterior según resultado N+ , el 
pronóstico de los intervenidos era mejor que el de los no 
intervenidos. 

•  El añadir RDT o DA a los N+ mejoraba el pronóstico 
luego de PR + LDN (STAMPEDE trial) 

 Radiat Oncol 2014;90(Suppl 1):S13. 



GUIDELINES  

Offer RP in a multimodality setting to patients with high-risk 
localised PCa and a life expectancy of > 10 years.      2a  A 
                                  
Offer RP in a multimodality setting to selected patients with 
locally advanced (cT3a) PCa, and a life expectancy > 10 
years.                                                                                         2b  B

  
Offer RP in a multimodality setting to highly selected patients 
with locally advanced PCa (cT3b-T4 N0 or any T N1).                                
                                                                                                    3 C  



EFECTOS EN PROGRESIÓN CLÍNICA DEL 
TRATAMIENTO LOCAL 

•  Invasión vesical, uretra o uréteres en pacientes no tratados 
genera síntomas incapacitantes que alteran mucho QL y 
precisan de maniobras (NPC, RTU desobstructiva, 
sondajes ,,,) 

 
•  Menor necesidad de tto por progresión (3% vs 24%) de 

pacientes que recibieron Pradical vs RDT del tumor 
primario 

•  Menor necesidad de tratamiento local por progresión 
luego de Pradical + LDN (N+) asociado a DA (6.5%) vs 
cirugía sólo (10.3%) o deprivación androgénica aislada 
(44.6%). 

Steinberg GD, Epstein JI, Piantadosi S, Walsh PC. Management of stage 
D1 adenocarcinoma of the prostate: the Johns Hopkins experience 1974 
to 1987. J Urol 1990;144:1425–32. 

Wiegand LR, Hernandez M, Pisters LL, Spiess PE. Surgical management 
of lymph-node-positive prostate cancer: improves symptomatic 
control. BJU Int 2011;107:1238–42. 



•  45 P Radical, 45 RDT y 173 sin tto primario (CPRC) (8 años vs 4 años) 
 
•  Complicación local más común : RAO (35%) y Uropatía obstructiva (15,2%) 

 
 
 
•  La Pradical está asociada con la tasa más baja de complicaciones por 

progresión clínica al desarrollar la enf. metastásica. 

Primary treatment of the prostate improves
local palliation in men who ultimately develop
castrate-resistant prostate cancer
Andy C.M. Won, Howard Gurney*, Gavin Marx†, Paul De Souza‡ and Manish I. Patel
Urological Cancer Outcomes Centre, Sydney Medical School, *Department of Medical Oncology, Westmead
Hospital, †Sydney Haematology & Oncology Clinic's Clinical Trials Unit, Sydney Adventist Hospital, University of
Sydney, and ‡Department of Medical Oncology, Liverpool Hospital, University of Western Sydney, Sydney, NSW,
Australia

Objectives
• To determine whether local treatment of primary

prostate cancer gives palliative benefit to men who later
develop castrate-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC).

• Local treatments of primary prostate cancer are defined
as radical retropubic prostatectomy (RRP) or external
beam radiation therapy (EBRT).

Patients and Methods
• Patient records were reviewed in five different hospitals

in Sydney, Australia, and 263 men with CRPC were
identified.

• Eligible patients comprised men who had progressive
disease during androgen deprivation therapy with
castrate levels of testosterone.

• Clinical and pathological data were reviewed and
evaluated using the chi-squared test and relative risk
analysis to determine the relationship between previous
local prostate treatment and complications secondary to
local disease.

• The end-point was complications and morbidity
attributed to cancer progression locally (i.e. from the
prostate).

Results
• Primary treatment of the prostate by either RRP or EBRT

significantly reduces the incidence of local complications
compared to no primary treatment (32.6% vs 54.6%;
P = 0.001).

• RRP showed a significantly lower level of local
complications compared to EBRT (20.0% vs 46.7%;
P = 0.007).

• The most common local complications were bladder
outlet obstruction (35.0%) and ureteric obstruction
(15.2%).

Conclusions
• The present retrospective analysis supports the

hypothesis that primary local prostatic treatment gives
palliative benefit to men who later develop CRPC.

• RRP was associated with the lowest local complication
rate experienced at the stage of metastatic disease.

Keywords
castrate-resistant, external beam radiotherapy, morbidity,
prostate cancer, prostatectomy

Introduction

Prostate cancer is the most common male urological
malignancy in developed countries and has the highest
age-specific mortality rate. With our ageing population,
prostate cancer will continue to be a major health care
concern because the incidence of prostate cancer increases
with age [1].

For men who are diagnosed with advanced prostate cancer,
quality of life is substantially affected not only by the effects
of metastatic disease, but also by problems caused by local

progression of the cancer. Moreover, local recurrence or
progression is considered to be associated with increased
morbidity and mortality [2,3]. Therefore, focusing on the
local control of cancer even in the advanced setting may
potentially enhance quality of life, slow down the systemic
progression of the disease and potentially provide a
survival advantage [4,5].

Several studies have investigated the impact of previous
local prostatic treatments for primary prostate cancer in the
setting of advanced disease. Among them, Thompson et al.
[4] suggested a potential survival advantage in men with
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was also most common (42.8%; P < 0.001). Although ª33%
of the men with EBRT developed BOO, there were two
men (4.4%) who developed BOO in the RRP group. As
shown in Table 3, the groups with EBRT (15.6%) or no
local treatment (12.1%) have a higher probability of
developing acute urinary retention (P = 0.18) and require
at least one TURP (P = 0.007). Although no patient
required TURP in the RRP group, two patients developed
BOO and acute urinary retention as a postoperative
complication and required bladder neck contracture
incision.

The incidence of ureteric obstruction was not substantially
different between the groups (P = 0.9). Ureteric obstruction
rates were 13.3% in group 1 (RRP) compared to 17.8% and
15.0% for patients in groups 2 and 3, respectively (Table 2).
Not all patients with evidence of ureteric obstruction
required intervention. There were six patients requiring
percutaneous nephrostomy tubes, with one in group 1
(RRP), one in group 2 (ERBT) and four in group 3 (Nil).
The rates of stent insertion and bilateral hydronephrosis
were also lower in the RRP group, although they were not
statistically significant (P = 0.2 and 0.8, respectively)
(Table 4).

Overall, the incidence of heavy haematuria was higher in
the men with no local treatment (group 3) (4.6%). The
incidence of prostatitis was negligible. Pelvic pain rates
were 6.7% in group 2 (EBRT) compared to 2.2% and 4.6%
for patients in groups 1 and 3, respectively (P = 0.8)
(Table 2).

Discussion
The findings of the present study show that patients who
receive local treatment of primary prostate cancer by either
RRP or EBRT have significantly less local complications
when they later develop CRPC compared to those patients
who do not receive treatment of the prostate at diagnosis.
RRP showed the most effective palliation effect, with lower
incidences of BOO compared to the EBRT and no local
treatment groups (Table 2). RRP did not show any benefit
over the other groups in terms of ureteric obstruction,
pelvic pain, haematuria or urinary incontinence. The lack
of benefit of RRP (group 1) in preventing ureteric
obstruction is possibly because most obstructions were a
result of lymphadenopathy for which data are unavailable.

There are a number of retrospective studies that have
examined the utility of RPR with respect to reducing local
complication in patients found to have node positive
disease at the time of surgery. A secondary analysis of a
randomized double-blind prospective phase III study was
provided by Thompson et al. [4]. The initial study
compared orchiectomy plus the antiandrogen flutamide
with orchiectomy plus placebo in men with metastatic
carcinoma of the prostate. Of the 1286 men in the original
trial, there were 919 men with no previous local prostatic
treatment and 367 men who had received local therapy to
the prostate (148 men with RRP and 219 men with EBRT).
The impact of previous local therapy to the prostate on
cancer death and disease progression was investigated.
Thompson et al. [4] reported a signicant reduction in
death, as well as disease progression, in those men with
previous RRP compared to no previous local therapy to
prostate. However, an increased risk of death was reported
in those men who underwent EBRT [4]. Cheng et al. [7]
conducted a retrospective study on the effect of RRP and
surgical castration on complications in patients with
node-positive metastatic prostate cancer compared to those
with EBRT and surgical castration. Cheng et al. [7] reported
a lower incidence of ureteric obstruction and BOO in
patients who were treated with RRP and surgical castration,
although the results were not statistically significant.
Schmeller et al. [8] showed that the addition of RRP to
ADT in patients with node-positive metastatic disease
offered a lower incidence of BOO requiring TURP,
although there was no reduction in local recurrence rate.
Gjertson et al. [9] reported that none of 24 patients found to
be node positive after RRP and bilateral lateral pelvic lymph
node dissection subsequently developed local complications
(defined as gross haematuria, urinary retention or
hydronephrosis) during a median follow-up period of 74
months. Grimm et al. [10] reported a benefit with regard to
both local progression and palliation (i.e. TURP) in
node-positive metastatic prostate cancer treated with RRP
compared to ADT alone. A retrospective study conducted in

Table 3 Presence of local treatment and complications secondary to
local disease.

Local prostatic
treatment

Complication, n (%) TURP

Acute urinary retention

Group 1 (RRP) 2 (4.4) 0 (0)
Group 2 (EBRT) 7 (15.6) 7 (15.6)
Group 3 (Nil) 21 (12.1) 39 (22.5)
Total 30 (11.4) 46 (17.5)

EBRT, External beam radiation therapy; RRP, retropubic radical prostatectomy.

Table 4 Type of local treatment and complications as a result of
ureteric obstruction.

Local prostatic
treatment

Complication, n (%) Stent
insertion

Hydronephrosis (total)

Group 1 (RRP) 6 (13.3) 2 (4.4)
Group 2 (EBRT) 8 (17.8) 7 (15.6)
Group 3 (Nil) 24 (13.9) 12 (6.9)
Total 38 (14.4) 21 (8.0)

EBRT, External beam radiation therapy; RRP, retropubic radical prostatectomy.

Improved local palliation
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of benefit of RRP (group 1) in preventing ureteric
obstruction is possibly because most obstructions were a
result of lymphadenopathy for which data are unavailable.

There are a number of retrospective studies that have
examined the utility of RPR with respect to reducing local
complication in patients found to have node positive
disease at the time of surgery. A secondary analysis of a
randomized double-blind prospective phase III study was
provided by Thompson et al. [4]. The initial study
compared orchiectomy plus the antiandrogen flutamide
with orchiectomy plus placebo in men with metastatic
carcinoma of the prostate. Of the 1286 men in the original
trial, there were 919 men with no previous local prostatic
treatment and 367 men who had received local therapy to
the prostate (148 men with RRP and 219 men with EBRT).
The impact of previous local therapy to the prostate on
cancer death and disease progression was investigated.
Thompson et al. [4] reported a signicant reduction in
death, as well as disease progression, in those men with
previous RRP compared to no previous local therapy to
prostate. However, an increased risk of death was reported
in those men who underwent EBRT [4]. Cheng et al. [7]
conducted a retrospective study on the effect of RRP and
surgical castration on complications in patients with
node-positive metastatic prostate cancer compared to those
with EBRT and surgical castration. Cheng et al. [7] reported
a lower incidence of ureteric obstruction and BOO in
patients who were treated with RRP and surgical castration,
although the results were not statistically significant.
Schmeller et al. [8] showed that the addition of RRP to
ADT in patients with node-positive metastatic disease
offered a lower incidence of BOO requiring TURP,
although there was no reduction in local recurrence rate.
Gjertson et al. [9] reported that none of 24 patients found to
be node positive after RRP and bilateral lateral pelvic lymph
node dissection subsequently developed local complications
(defined as gross haematuria, urinary retention or
hydronephrosis) during a median follow-up period of 74
months. Grimm et al. [10] reported a benefit with regard to
both local progression and palliation (i.e. TURP) in
node-positive metastatic prostate cancer treated with RRP
compared to ADT alone. A retrospective study conducted in
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Local prostatic
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Complication, n (%) Stent
insertion

Hydronephrosis (total)

Group 1 (RRP) 6 (13.3) 2 (4.4)
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Improved local palliation
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Offer adjuvant ADT for node-positive (pN+)                           1b A 
 
Discuss adjuvant ADT with additional radiotherapy               2b A 
 
Offer observation (expectant management) to a patient after 
eLND and < 2 nodes show microscopic involvement with a PSA < 
0.1 ng/mL and absence of extranodal extension.                   2b B 
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Abstract

Background: Patients with lymph node (LN)-positive prostate cancer (PCa) at radical
prostatectomy (RP) face a high risk of cancer recurrence. Nevertheless, recurrence
patterns of LN-positive PCa and their prognostic significance remain understudied in
the literature.
Objective: To analyze a large single-institution series with long-term follow-up to
elucidate the various clinical recurrence patterns of LN-positive PCa and their associa-
tion with oncologic outcomes.
Design, setting, and participants: Years 1987–2012 of a prospectively maintained
institutional RP registry were queried for men with LN-positive PCa at RP. Clinical
recurrences were categorized as local, nodal, skeletal, or visceral.
Outcome measurements and statistical analysis: In addition to descriptive statistics and
Kaplan-Meier analysis, univariable and multivariable Cox proportional hazards models
were constructed to predict recurrence and to quantify the impact of recurrence
patterns on cancer-specific mortality (CSM).
Results and limitations: Data from 1011 men with LN-positive PCa at RP were analyzed
with 17.6 yr of median follow-up. The 15-yr clinical recurrence rate was 33% (95%
confidence interval [CI], 31–35%) for all patients and 52.2% (95% CI, 47.3–57.1%) for
patients with biochemical recurrence. The solitary locations were skeletal (n = 94, 55%),
nodal (n = 59, 34%), local soft tissue (n = 29, 17%), and visceral (n = 8, 5%). Significant
multivariable predictors of recurrence were Gleason score 8–10, number of positive
nodes, pathologic Gleason score, and more recent year of surgery. The 15-yr CSM after
clinical recurrence was 80%, with a mean overall survival of 30 mo after recurrence. On
multivariable analysis, recurrences after 5 yr from RP (hazard ratio [HR]: 0.05), multiple
recurrences (HR: 1.97), skeletal (HR: 3.13), and visceral metastases (HR: 7.43) were
independently associated with CSM (all p < 0.05).
Conclusions: Recurrences after RP for LN-positive PCa are heterogeneous in terms of
time from RP, location, and number of concomitant lesions.
Patient summary: We found that impact of recurrence patterns on cancer-specific
mortality varies significantly and allows these patients to be stratified for purposes
of prognostication, follow-up, and therapy.
# 2015 European Association of Urology. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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For men in the United States, prostate cancer (PCa) remains
the most common solid-organ malignancy and the second
leading cause of cancer-specific mortality (CSM) [1]. Recur-
rence after initial therapy is a common phenomenon and
is classified in several ways, mainly biochemical versus
clinical recurrence and local soft tissue versus systemic
recurrence. Patients with lymph node (LN)-positive pros-
tate cancer (PCa) carry a particularly high risk of recurrence,
which, in our experience, is about 45% for biochemical
recurrence and 30% for clinical recurrence at 10 yr after
radical prostatectomy (RP) [2]. Accordingly, LN-positive PCa
patients were found to have diminished cancer-specific
survival in several series [2–5]. Given this prognosis,
therapy for LN-positive PCa has become a rapidly evolving
domain, with movements toward more extensive LN
dissection [6,7], adjuvant radiotherapy (aRT) [8], and
multimodal therapy [9].

Nevertheless, recurrence patterns for LN-positive PCa
and the implications of these patterns for patient prognosis
remain undefined in the literature. Recently, metastasis
location in the castration-resistant setting has been shown
to influence survival [10], and postmetastatic survival was
demonstrated to be influenced by primary tumor char-
acteristics [11]. However, similar analyses in the LN-
positive PCa setting have not been conducted, even though
these patients have high rates of recurrence and many are
treated with castration post-RP. Understanding the natural
history of recurrence in the LN-positive setting can optimize
prognostication and follow-up schedules while potentially
identifying candidates for interventions such as aRT [12] or
salvage lymphadenectomy [9–11,13]. To this end, we
analyzed a large, single-institution series with long-term
follow-up to elucidate the various clinical recurrence
patterns (local, bone, nodal, or visceral) of LN-positive
PCa and their association with oncologic outcomes.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study population

In this institutional review board–approved study, years 1987–2012 of a

prospectively maintained institutional RP registry were queried for men

found to have LN-positive PCa at RP. Exclusion criteria were pN0 at RP,

preexisting metastatic disease at RP, incomplete follow-up data, and

refusal of research consent. A retrospective chart review was then

conducted on the final cohort to collect recurrence data. Patients

undergoing RP and pelvic LN dissection (PLND) from both open and

robot-assisted laparoscopic approaches were included. Standard PLND

was routinely performed, removing the obturator and external iliac

nodes, and some patients also received an extended PLND that consisted

of additional removal of internal iliac, common iliac, and presacral nodes.

All adjuvant therapy was initiated within 90 d postoperatively. Nearly

all patients received adjuvant hormonal therapy (aHT), as defined

previously [2]. When administered, aHT was started within 90 d and

without signs of recurrence and was intended to be lifelong; however,

given the retrospective nature of the cohort, long-term patient

compliance was unable to be measured. aRT was also given based on

provider and patient discretion and consisted of radiation delivered to

the prostate bed and pelvic nodal basins (whole pelvic radiotherapy).

Salvage therapies were defined as any treatment offered >90 d after

surgery in patients with a biochemical or clinical recurrence. Follow-up

consisted of quarterly examinations and measured prostate-specific

antigen (PSA) for the first 2 yr and then declined in frequency to

semiannually and eventually annually in the absence of recurrence.

Imaging was clinically driven based on symptoms and suspicion for

recurrent disease.

2.2. Primary and secondary end points

The primary end point was to describe clinical recurrences after RP for

LN-positive PCa. Clinical recurrence was defined as radiographic

evidence for PCa with or without the presence of symptoms.

Radiographic studies included bone scintigraphy, positron emission

tomography (PET) scans, computed tomography (CT) scans, and

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Biopsy confirmation of PCa

recurrence was pursued only in the presence of significant diagnostic

uncertainty. Clinical recurrences were categorized as local soft tissue,

nodal, skeletal, or visceral for solitary and initial recurrences. Secondary

analyses were undertaken to identify significant predictors of clinical

recurrence and then correlate recurrences with CSM and overall

mortality (OM). Vital status and cause of death were identified from

death certificates and physician correspondence based on annual

review by a certified nurse abstractor. On death certificates, PCa was

considered the cause of death when it was mentioned as the first cause

on the list.

2.3. Statistical analyses

Descriptive statistics were undertaken to describe baseline demographic

and tumor characteristics as well as clinical recurrence information.

Multivariable Cox proportional hazards models were constructed to

identify significant independent predictors of clinical recurrence among

all LN-positive men and among the subset of men who experienced

biochemical recurrence (BCR), which was defined as PSA >0.4 ng/ml.

Kaplan-Meier analyses were used to compare CSM and OM among the

various clinical recurrence patterns. Multivariable Cox proportional

hazards models were then constructed to identify predictors of CSM and

OM after clinical recurrence. All analyses were performed using the R

statistical package (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna,

Austria) and SPSS v.20.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA).

3. Results

3.1. Description of cohort and recurrence patterns

Our study comprised 1011 men with LN-positive PCa at RP
with a median follow-up of 17.6 yr. Table 1 depicts the
baseline characteristics of all patients included in the study.
Patients had a mean age at RP of 63.8 yr, mean PSA level of
22.6 ng/ml, and an average of 2.3 positive nodes at RP. The
majority had pT3b/T4 disease (66%) and a Gleason score
(GS) of at least 7 (80%).

The 15-yr clinical recurrence rate was 33% (95%
confidence interval [CI], 31–35%) (Fig. 1A), with a median
time to recurrence of 5 yr (95% CI, 4.2–5.8 yr). However, the
15-yr biochemical recurrence rate was 65.9% (95% CI, 62.6–
69.2%), and the rate of clinical recurrence 15 yr after BCR
was 52.2% (95% CI, 47.3–57.1%) (Fig. 1B).

Clinical recurrence characteristics are reported in
Table 2. In total, 170 (67%) of these recurrences had a
known location. The solitary recurrence locations were
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cohort of PCa in previous series [18–21] and has important
implications for patient follow-up. On closer inspection,
clinical recurrences plateaued between 15 and 20 yr after
RP, supporting that 15-yr follow-up of LN-positive PCa may
not be unreasonable. Moreover, the high frequency of these
late recurrences suggests that a subset of LN-positive PCa
may have lower metastatic burden and/or a more favorable
phenotype. Indeed, late recurrences were found to have a
better survival than early recurrences in our study. Thus, we
advocate for continued follow-up of LN-positive PCa 15 yr
after RP to identify the majority of recurrences.

We then identified risk factors for clinical recurrence,
first, among the entire LN-positive PCa cohort and, second,
among the subset of men who experienced BCR. For the
entire LN-positive PCa cohort, the primary risk factors for
clinical recurrence were GS, number of positive nodes, and
more recent year of surgery. GS was a significant predictor

of overall recurrence and for every recurrence site besides
the viscera. Further treatments, such as aRT or adjuvant
systemic therapy, may be warranted in high-grade LN-
positive PCa. In contrast, a higher positive node count was a
risk factor for only skeletal metastases, pointing to the
possibility of an increased role of bone imaging and/or pre-
emptive bone-directed therapy in this group. In addition,
there might be a role for biomarker assessment in
prediction of site of recurrence.

We also found that patients undergoing RP in more
recent years were more likely to have a clinical recurrence
than patients undergoing RP in the past. This is consistent
with the increasing use of surveillance imaging modalities
such as CT scanning, MRI, and PET scanning for recurrent
and high-risk PCa. This likely provides more the modern
patient with a lead-time bias in the diagnosis of clinical
recurrence after BCR than patients in the past. However, our
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Fig. 2 – Kaplan-Meier analyses assessing cancer-specific survival after recurrence (A) in the overall population, (B) in patients who experienced single
recurrence versus multiple recurrences, (C) according to different sites of recurrence, and (D) according to time of recurrence (<5 yr vs I5 yr).
CSM = cancer-specific mortality.
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cohort of PCa in previous series [18–21] and has important
implications for patient follow-up. On closer inspection,
clinical recurrences plateaued between 15 and 20 yr after
RP, supporting that 15-yr follow-up of LN-positive PCa may
not be unreasonable. Moreover, the high frequency of these
late recurrences suggests that a subset of LN-positive PCa
may have lower metastatic burden and/or a more favorable
phenotype. Indeed, late recurrences were found to have a
better survival than early recurrences in our study. Thus, we
advocate for continued follow-up of LN-positive PCa 15 yr
after RP to identify the majority of recurrences.

We then identified risk factors for clinical recurrence,
first, among the entire LN-positive PCa cohort and, second,
among the subset of men who experienced BCR. For the
entire LN-positive PCa cohort, the primary risk factors for
clinical recurrence were GS, number of positive nodes, and
more recent year of surgery. GS was a significant predictor

of overall recurrence and for every recurrence site besides
the viscera. Further treatments, such as aRT or adjuvant
systemic therapy, may be warranted in high-grade LN-
positive PCa. In contrast, a higher positive node count was a
risk factor for only skeletal metastases, pointing to the
possibility of an increased role of bone imaging and/or pre-
emptive bone-directed therapy in this group. In addition,
there might be a role for biomarker assessment in
prediction of site of recurrence.

We also found that patients undergoing RP in more
recent years were more likely to have a clinical recurrence
than patients undergoing RP in the past. This is consistent
with the increasing use of surveillance imaging modalities
such as CT scanning, MRI, and PET scanning for recurrent
and high-risk PCa. This likely provides more the modern
patient with a lead-time bias in the diagnosis of clinical
recurrence after BCR than patients in the past. However, our
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cohort of PCa in previous series [18–21] and has important
implications for patient follow-up. On closer inspection,
clinical recurrences plateaued between 15 and 20 yr after
RP, supporting that 15-yr follow-up of LN-positive PCa may
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•  1.011 pacientes con CaP y N(+) (1987-2012)  
•  RECURRENCIA BIOQUÍMICA 52,5% Y CLÍNICA 33% a los 15 años. 
•  Factores primarios de riesgo : GLEASON>8, NÚMERO DE GANGLIOS 
•  CSM 80% (30 MESES). Número de lesiones y localización (hueso y 

visceral), tiempo hasta la recurrencia (> o < 5 años) peor pronóstico. 
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Lymph node metastasis (LNM) at the time of radical
prostatectomy (RP) is a known factor for poor prognosis
and increases the estimated risk of cancer-specific mortality
(CSM) to 23–43% [1,2]. However, growing evidence suggest
acceptable long-term survival for such patients who have
undergone RP with pelvic lymph node dissection (PLND) [3,4]
and further therapeutic strategies are potentially helpful

in this patient population [5,6]. During preoperative evalua-
tion, routine cross-sectional imaging is suggested for staging
of higher-risk prostate cancer and is known for its poor
accuracy in detecting small LNM [7]. The National Compre-
hensive Cancer Network guidelines [8], among others, do not
mention RP/PLND as an option in clinical lymphadenopathy
(cN+). Against this background, we provide an analysis of the
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Abstract

Clinical lymphadenopathy (cN+) from prostate cancer (PCa) identified on imaging
remains a contraindication to radical prostatectomy (RP) according to guidelines. We
tested the hypothesis that there would be no difference in survival between patients
with and without cN+ on preoperative imaging who underwent RP and pelvic lymph
node dissection with detection of pelvic lymph node metastasis (LNM). A total of
302 patients with LNM were retrospectively reviewed (1988–2003) and stratified
according to cN status on the basis of preoperative imaging. Univariable and multivari-
able Cox regression analyses were performed to evaluate cN+ as a predictor of survival.
Of the 302 patients, 50 (17%) had cN+; the 252 (83%) patients with negative preoperative
imaging comprised the cN0 group. During median follow-up of 17.4 yr, 161 deaths were
recorded, 70 of which were from PCa. Among the entire LNM cohort, the number of
positive lymph nodes (hazard ratio [HR] 1.10; p = 0.02) and pathologic Gleason score
8–10 versus !6 (HR 2.37; p = 0.04) were significant predictors of cancer-specific mor-
tality (CSM). cN+ was not a significant predictor of CSM (p = 0.6). Selected patients with
cN+ have similar clinical outcomes to those with normal preoperative imaging in the
setting of LNM.
Patient summary: Clinical lymph node metastases are not a factor in determining
survival after radical prostatectomy and pelvic lymph node dissection in patients with
prostate cancer. Thus, the presence of clinical lymph node metastases should not be
considered as an absolute contraindication to treatment with curative intent.
# 2015 European Association of Urology. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Estudio retrospectivo de 302 pacientes (1988-2003) con N(+) 
17% cN+ y 83% cN- en 17,4 años de seguimiento. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
El número de ganglios afectados y el Gleason 8-10 fueron los 
únicos factores predictivos de CSM en el estudio multivariado. 
 
N(+) no debe ser considerado una contraindicación absoluta 
para un tratamiento con intención curativa 

impact of cN+ on survival in a pN+/LNM population for the
first time in the literature.

Data for 302 LNM patients treated with RP and PLND
between 1988 and 2003 at two tertiary referral centers
were included in the study. PLND consisted of excision of
fibro-fatty tissue from the obturator, internal, and external
iliac chains, although some patients could have undergone a
more extended procedure including the presacral and/or
common iliac chains. All of the patients had been staged
preoperatively using verifiable abdominopelvic computed
tomography (CT) and/or magnetic resonance imaging.
Preoperative radiology reports and/or images were reviewed
to determine if patients had clinically suspicious lymphade-
nopathy (cN+). Patients were categorized as being either cN+
or clinically node-negative (cN0) on the basis of radiographic
interpretation. Typically, a node was considered to be
malignant or suspicious if the short axis was >8 mm for a
round node or >10 mm for an oval node. Neoadjuvant and
adjuvant (<90 d after RP) treatments were recorded.
Postoperatively, patients received adjuvant hormonal thera-
py (aHT) and/or radiotherapy (aRT) according to physician
and/or patient preferences and cancer characteristics. It was
intended that aHT would be lifelong; however, given the
retrospective nature of the cohort, it is uncertain whether
patients discontinued treatment after a period of time. Both
institutional review boards approved the study. Univariable

and multivariable Cox regression analyses were performed to
analyze cN+ as a predictor of CSM.

Verifiable preoperative imaging was available for
302 patients with LNM at RP/PLND. Among these
302 patients, 50 (17%) had clinically suspicious lymph nodes
on imaging, comprising the cN+ group, while 252 (83%)
patients had negative imaging and comprised the cN0 group.
All patients had negative bone scans. No patient had a
preoperative lymph node biopsy or an abandoned RP
(Table 1). The mean and median follow-up was 16.4 and
17.4 yr (interquartile range 15.6–17.2 yr). There were
161 deaths, of which 70 were attributable to prostate cancer.
CSM was 26% (13/50) for the cN+ and 23% (57/252) for the
cN0 group. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis revealed no
difference between the groups for cancer-specific survival
(p = 0.5; Supplementary Fig. 1A) and overall survival (p = 0.6;
Supplementary Fig. 1B), with 5-, 10-, 15-, and 20-yr cancer-
specific survival of 92%, 82%, 75%, and 70% for the cN0 group,
and 91%, 82%, 69%, and 58%, respectively, for the cN+ group.
Table 2 lists risk factors for CSM. Among the entire cohort,
the number of positive lymph nodes (hazard ratio [HR]
1.10; p = 0.02) and pathologic Gleason score 8–10 versus !6
(HR 2.37; p = 0.04) were significant multivariable predictors
of CSM. cN+ was not a significant predictor of CSM (p = 0.6).

Although some differences were observed between the
groups (Table 1), cN status had no impact on survival in

Table 1 – Descriptive statistics stratified according to clinical node status for the 302 patients with [1_TD$DIFF]lymph node metastatic prostate cancer
treated with radical prostatectomy between 1988 and 2003 at two tertiary care centers

Overall
(n = 302, 100%)

Clinical N+
(n = 50, 17%)

Clinical N–
(n = 252, 83%)

p value

Age at surgery (yr)

Mean 63.9 62.1 64.2 0.07

Median (IQR) 64.2 (59–69) 61.5 (57–68) 65.0 (59–70)

Preoperative PSA

Mean 32.2 27.8 33.0 0.4

Median (IQR) 18.9 (9.5–41.3) 14.2 (4.5–40.8) 19.1 (10.1–42.2)

NCCN risk, n (%)

Missing 13 (4.3) 3 (6.0) 10 (4.0)

Low 13 (4.3) 13 (5.2) 0.07

Intermediate 78 (25.8) 11 (22.0) 67 (26.6)

High 198 (65.6) 36 (72.0) 162 (64.3)

Nodes removed (n)

Mean 13.2 12.6 13.4 0.5

Median (IQR) 13 (8–17) 11 (7–17) 13 (8–17)

Positive nodes (n)

Mean 2.4 3.6 2.1 <0.001

Median (IQR) 1 (1–2) 2 (1–4) 1 (1–2)

Pathologic stage, n (%)

pT2–T3a 81 (26.8) 12 (24.0) 69 (27.4)

pT3b 200 (66.2) 32 (64.0) 168 (66.7) 0.3

pT4 21 (7.0) 6 (12.0) 15 (6.0)

Pathologic GS, n (%)

2–6 52 (17.2) 5 (10.0) 47 (18.7)

7 143 (47.4) 16 (32.0) 127 (50.3) 0.01

8–10 107 (35.4) 29 (58.0) 78 (31.0)

Positive surgical margin, n (%) 165 (55) 22 (44) 143 (57) 0.1

Neoadjuvant hormone therapy 24 (8) 14 (28) 10 (4) <0.001

Adjuvant hormone therapy 228 (75) 35 (70) 193 (77) 0.4

Adjuvant radiotherapy 91 (30) 10 (20) 81 (32) 0.09

Cancer-specific mortality, n (%) 70 (23) 13 (26) 57 (23) 0.5

Overall mortality, n (%) 161 (53) 29 (58) 132 (52) 0.5

IQR = interquartile range; PSA = prostate-specific antigen; NCCN = National Comprehensive Cancer Network; GS = Gleason score.
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Abstract

Background: Positive lymph node (LN) status is considered a systemic disease state. In prostate

cancer, LN-positive diagnosis during pelvic LN dissection (PLND) potentially leads to the abandon-

ment of radical prostatectomy (RP).

Objective: To compare the overall survival (OS) and relative survival (RS; as an estimate for cancer-

specific survival) in LN-positive patients with or without RP.

Design, setting, and participants: Between 1988 and 2007, a total of 35 629 men with prostate cancer

were identified at the Munich Cancer Registry; of those, 1413 patients had positive LNs.

Intervention: Of these 1413 LN-positive patients, prostatectomy was abandoned in 456 LN-positive

patients, whereas 957 underwent RP despite the LN-positive finding.

Measurements: Crucial analyses are based on 938 LN-positive patients (688 with RP and 250

without RP) with complete data regarding age, grade, and prostate-specific antigen (PSA). OS

(Kaplan-Meier estimates) and RS are presented, and Cox regression analysis was used to show

the influence of predictors such as clinical stage, age at surgery, number of positive LNs, PSA level,

grade, and extent of surgery.

Results: Median follow-up was 5.6 yr. OS of patients at 5 yr and 10 yr was 84% and 64%, respectively,

with RP and was 60% and 28%, respectively, with aborted RP. The RS of patients at 5 yr and 10 yr was 95%

and 86%, respectively, with RP and was 70% and 40%, respectively, with abandoned surgery. There was

an imbalance, however, in the number of positive LNs: 17.2% with RP had four or more positive nodes

versus 28% in the patient group without RP. In the multivariate model, RP was a strong independent

predictor of survival (hazard ratio: 2.04 [95% confidence interval, 1.59–2.63; p < 0.0001]).

Conclusion: LN-positive patients with complete RP had improved survival compared to patients

with abandoned RP. These results suggest that RP may have a survival benefit and the abandonment

of RP in node-positive cases may not be justified.
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Abstract

Background: Positive lymph node (LN) status is considered a systemic disease state. In prostate

cancer, LN-positive diagnosis during pelvic LN dissection (PLND) potentially leads to the abandon-

ment of radical prostatectomy (RP).

Objective: To compare the overall survival (OS) and relative survival (RS; as an estimate for cancer-

specific survival) in LN-positive patients with or without RP.
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(RS was 93.3%) and 10-yr OS was 55.2% (RS was 84.9%) in this
cohort. Fig. 2 shows OS and RS for patients with PLND and
complete prostatectomy, according to the number of positive
LNs, and demonstrates the prognostic value of LN status.

Table 1 lists the clinical and pathologic characteristics for
1413 patients that composed the current study cohort. The
median age was 65.4 yr. Patients with prostatectomy were
slightly younger, had a better prognostic clinical T-stage
distribution, comparable grade, and lower PSA values
compared to patients without prostatectomy. In Table 2,
all 938 patients with a positive LN status and available
grade and PSA values are presented. Following PLND, 688
LN-positive patients underwent a completed prostatectomy
and 250 did not. The frequency distribution of the grade and
PSA variables in the group without prostatectomy served as
a reference to obtain five random samples of the group with
prostatectomy. Age as well as the (consequently identical)
PSA and grade distributions for these five random samples
are also shown in Table 2 (n = 219 in each group). Because
each sample could be drawn from a large cohort, different
patients were selected, as indicated by the varying age
distributions. Fig. 3 depicts OS and RS for LN-positive
patients with and without prostatectomy as well as for the
five random samples. Differences in survival are impressive
in favor of patients with completed prostatectomy: 5-yr OS
for patients with prostatectomy was 83.7% (RS was 94.9%)
and was 60.1% (RS was 70.5%) for patients without
prostatectomy; the 10-yr OS was 63.8% (RS was 86.2%)
and 28.2% (RS was 40.5%), respectively. The absolute
differences of OS rates are 23.6% after 5 yr and 35.6% after

10 yr, and differences of RS rates are 24.4% and 45.7% for
5-yr and 10-yr follow-up, respectively.

Results of the Cox regression survival analysis are
presented in Table 3. After adjustment for age, clinical T
category, number of positive LNs, WHO grade, and PSA for
LN-positive patients, a HR of 2.04 (95% CI, 1.59–2.63)
resulted for patients with PLND and abandoned prostatec-
tomy, indicating the benefit of prostatectomy, even in node-
positive cases.

4. Discussion

Recent studies have demonstrated that RP is a valid option
for patients with locally advanced disease [1,5,6]. RP was
rarely performed before the 1980s and revolutionized the
early 1980s when it was introduced as the accepted form of
surgical treatment for localized prostate cancer [13–15].
When RP was first performed, surgery was commonly
abandoned if suspicious pelvic LNs were detected during
PLND; the patient was then considered to have systemic
disease. This strategy was based on the idea that LN-positive
patients would not have a survival benefit due to the
surgical removal of the prostate. Specifically, an European
Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC)
study initiated in 1988 was based on this hypothesis and
greatly influenced the protocol of some hospitals [7].
Recently, therapeutic approaches have changed, and
urologists have started to experience good cancer-specific
results in LN-positive prostate cancer patients [8–12].
Today, the surgical approach includes PLND and complete

Fig. 2 – (a) Overall survival (OS) and (b) relative survival (RS) according to positive lymph nodes (LNs) after radical prostatectomy for all patients of the
Munich Cancer Registry with detailed information of the exact number of positive LNs. RS is computed by the ratio of the observed survival rate to the
expected survival rate of the general German population. Values of >100% describe a better prognosis relative to the general population.
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•  S Global a 10-yr OS 63.8% vs 28.2% 
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imperatively by the number of LNs removed [19]. Further-
more, it is suggested that if PLND is indicated, it should be
performed as an extended PLND [20,21]. We are unaware of
the form of PLND that was performed in our study. In the
future, prospective trials on the extentofLN dissection should
clarify this important aspect of prostate cancer research.

Because a growing number of randomized studies of
other cancers also have found no survival advantage in LN
dissection cohorts, the question of whether to abandon any
lymphadenectomy in prostate cancer should be evaluated
[22]. This approach does not contradict the fact that the
number of positive LNs is a prognostic factor. Positive LNs
are a good survival indicator but probably are not the cause
of metastases. Although this prediction is hypothetical, it
seems generalizable because pathways of dissemination to
organ-specific colonization of solid tumors seem compara-
ble [23].

Several points of our study warrant further discussion.
First and foremost, the analyzed data were generated over a
long period of time with an unknown number of surgeons.
An advantage of the MCR data is that they represent ‘‘real
life’’ and therefore are not affected by a small number of
subspecialized surgeons. Even though the data are collected
prospectively, the analysis is retrospective. This approach
has many limitations, such as a lack of randomization and,
consequently, an incomplete or absent account of measured
or unmeasured confounders. Nevertheless, the multivariate
adjustment reduces this weakness in the study design.

Second, survival does not depend on LN status alone but
also on pathologic characteristics such as local tumor
extent. The high incidence of non–organ-confined cancers
in our series of positive LNs, for example, is a confounding

factor. This finding is in line with work by Schumacher et al
[10,24] but has not been described by other studies.

Third, according to our knowledge, most patients
without RP received adjuvant hormonal treatment. This
treatment can be criticized and considered a confounder,
but it represents common urologic practice. According to
the only randomized trial by Messing et al [25], early
hormone therapy benefits patients with nodal metastases
who received prostatectomy compared with those who
received deferred treatment. Many patients, however, have
not only node-positive prostate cancer but also non–organ-
confined prostate cancer. The trend of an advantage of early
hormonal therapy in patients without local treatment is
suggested by the data from the EORTC 30486 study [7].
Schroder et al found a 23% nonsignificant trend in favor of
early hormonal versus delayed treatment. The trial,
however, was underpowered to show equivalence or
superiority. Interestingly, other studies were not able to
support the hypothesized benefit of early hormonal therapy
[24,26,27]. Keeping in mind that prognosis depends on the
number of positive nodes and the extent and size of the
metastasis, one could argue that early hormonal therapy
may constitute overtreatment [10,16–18,28]. A short
postoperative PSA doubling time was reported as a negative
prognostic factor and thus may serve to categorize patients
into different groups for adjuvant treatment regimens [29].

Another interesting aspect of adjuvant therapy was
alluded to by da Pozzo et al [30]. This group was the first to
investigate the role of hormonal therapy with or without RT
in node-positive patients. They found a significant protec-
tive role for adjuvant hormonal therapy and RT in CSS of
node-positive patients [30]. Unfortunately, there are no

Fig. 3 – (a) Overall survival (OS) and (b) relative survival (RS) for patients with positive lymph node status according to radical prostatectomy and for five
random samples of the cohort with prostatectomy.
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Abstract

Background: Few data exist regarding the impact on survival of definitive treatment of
the prostate in men diagnosed with metastatic prostate cancer (mPCa).
Objective: To evaluate the survival of men diagnosed with mPCa based on definitive
treatment of the prostate.
Design, setting, and participants: Men with documented stage IV (M1a–c) PCa
at diagnosis identified using Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results (SEER)
(2004–2010) and divided based on definitive treatment of the prostate (radical prosta-
tectomy [RP] or brachytherapy [BT]) or no surgery or radiation therapy (NSR).
Outcome measurements and statistical analysis: Kaplan-Meier methods were used to
calculate overall survival (OS). Multivariable competing risks regression analysis was
used to calculate disease-specific survival (DSS) probability and identify factors associ-
ated with cause-specific mortality (CSM).
Results and limitations: A total of 8185 patients were identified: NSR (n = 7811), RP
(n = 245), and BT (n = 129). The 5-yr OS and predicted DSS were each significantly higher
in patients undergoing RP (67.4% and 75.8%, respectively) or BT (52.6 and 61.3%,
respectively) compared with NSR patients (22.5% and 48.7%, respectively)
( p < 0.001). Undergoing RP or BT was each independently associated with decreased
CSM ( p < 0.01). Similar results were noted regardless of the American Joint Committee
on Cancer (AJCC) M stage. Factors associated with increased CSM in patients undergoing
local therapy included AJCC T4 stage, high-grade disease, prostate-specific antigen
!20 ng/ml, age !70 yr, and pelvic lymphadenopathy ( p < 0.05). The major limitation
of this study was the lack of variables from SEER known to influence survival of patients
with mPCa, including treatment with systemic therapy.
Conclusions: Definitive treatment of the prostate in men diagnosed with mPCa suggests
a survival benefit in this large population-based study. These results should serve as a
foundation for future prospective trials.
Patient summary: We used a large population-based cancer database to examine
survival in men diagnosed with metastatic prostate cancer (mPCa) undergoing definitive
therapy for the prostate. Local therapy (LT) appeared to confer a survival benefit.
Therefore, we conclude that prospective trials are needed to further evaluate the role
of LT in mPCa.
# 2013 European Association of Urology. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Role of Radical Prostatectomy in Metastatic Prostate
Cancer: Data from the Munich Cancer Registry

In several oncologic entities such as ovarian cancer, colon
cancer, and renal cell carcinoma, maximal tumor burden
reduction, including resection of the primary tumor, results
in a survival benefit and an increased response to systemic
therapy [1–3]. Previously, new data have suggested a
survival benefit for radical prostatectomy (RP) in metastatic
prostate cancer (M+-PCa) patients.

Data from the United States (Surveillance Epidemiology
and End Results database) were recently published
analyzing the outcomes of men with M+-PCa undergoing
RP versus no surgery or radiation therapy (NSR) [4]. Of 8185
patients, 7811 (95%) received NSR, whereas 245 (3%)
underwent RP. The 5-yr overall survival (OS) and predicted
disease-specific survival (DSS) rates were each significantly
higher in patients undergoing RP (67.4% and 75.8%,
respectively) compared with NSR (22.5% and 48.7%,
respectively) ( p < 0.001). Undergoing RP was independent-[(Fig._1)TD$FIG]

Fig. 1 – Survival of patients in the Munich Cancer Registry who did and did not undergo radical prostatectomy: (a) patient cohort, 1998–2010;
(b) overall survival in M1 prostate cancer patients.
ADT = androgen deprivation therapy; RP = radical prostatectomy; RPE = extraperitoneal radical prostatectomy; XRT = external-beam radiation therapy.
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reduction, including resection of the primary tumor, results
in a survival benefit and an increased response to systemic
therapy [1–3]. Previously, new data have suggested a
survival benefit for radical prostatectomy (RP) in metastatic
prostate cancer (M+-PCa) patients.

Data from the United States (Surveillance Epidemiology
and End Results database) were recently published
analyzing the outcomes of men with M+-PCa undergoing
RP versus no surgery or radiation therapy (NSR) [4]. Of 8185
patients, 7811 (95%) received NSR, whereas 245 (3%)
underwent RP. The 5-yr overall survival (OS) and predicted
disease-specific survival (DSS) rates were each significantly
higher in patients undergoing RP (67.4% and 75.8%,
respectively) compared with NSR (22.5% and 48.7%,
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La SG a los 5 años fue 55% 
para los CaPm que 
recibieron PR frente al 21% 
de los que no 



Criterios de inclusión: 
-  PCa abordable quirúrgicamente 
-  < 3 metástasis óseas 
-  No numerosos L+ 
-  No metas viscerales. 
-  Masa pélvica < 3 cms. 

Progresión bioquímica 
PSA >0’2 
> 2 ascensos 2’5 % 

Progresión clínica 
Síntomas de 
progresión 
local,linfática o 
metastásica. 

No mayor número de complicaciones postoperatorias.  
 
Potencial beneficio como parte de una estrategia multimodal 
en la supervivencia global, la sintomatología y el tiempo para 
resistencia a la castración 
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In patients with metastatic prostate cancer (mPCa) at
diagnosis, treatment options are rather limited and life
expectancy is greatly compromised. In these patients, local
treatment of the primary tumor (LT) is not usually taken

into account, whereas androgen deprivation therapy (ADT)
represents the initial management of choice [1]. A recent,
large, population-based study suggested that LT confers a
survival benefit in mPCa patients [2]. This is in line with
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Abstract

A recent study observed a survival benefit in men diagnosed with metastatic prostate
cancer (mPCa) and managed with local treatment of the primary tumor (LT; either radical
prostatectomy plus pelvic lymph node dissection or radiation therapy). We tested the
hypothesis that only specific mPCa patients would benefit from LT and that the potential
benefit would vary based on primary tumor characteristics. A total of 8197 mPCa patients
at diagnosis (M1a, M1b, and M1c) were identified using the Surveillance Epidemiology and
End Results database (2004–2011) and were divided according to treatment type: LT
versus nonlocal treatment of the primary tumor (NLT; either androgen deprivation
therapy or observation). Multivariable Cox regression analysis was used to predict
cancer-specific mortality (CSM) in patients that received NLT. To assess whether the
benefit of LT was different by baseline risk, we tested an interaction with CSM risk and LT.
At multivariable analysis, all predictors were significantly associated with CSM, and the
interaction test was statistically significant ( p < 0.0001). Local treatment of the primary
tumor, compared with NLT, conferred a higher CSM-free survival rate in patients with a
predicted CSM risk<40%. The number needed to treat according to the predicted CSM risk
at 3 yr after diagnosis remained substantially constant from 10% to 30%, whereas it
exponentially increased for predicted CSM risk >40%. These results should serve as a
foundation for future prospective trials.
Patient summary: Among metastatic prostate cancer patients, the potential benefit of
local treatment to the primary tumor depends greatly on tumor characteristics, and
patient selection is essential to avoid either over- or undertreatment.
# 2014 European Association of Urology. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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SEER (2004-2011) 8.197 CaPm (8% con TTP y 92% no) 36 meses vs 31 meses 

•  Pacientes CaPm con predicción 
de riesgo de CSM < 40% en 
www.urotecnologie.it/it/research 
tienen mejor CSM SL a los 3 años 
del diagnóstico. 

•  El TTP en CaP m mejora 5 meses la 
SCE y con riesgo < 30% se aprecia 
un incremento del 20% 
supervivencia al os 3 años. 



ADT arm (HR 0.49, 95% CI 0.37–0.65; p < 0.0001) [6]. The
difference in men with high-volume disease was 49.2 versus
32.2 mo, respectively (HR 0.60, 95% CI 0.45–0.81;
p < 0.0006) [6]. Although median OS was not reached in
men with low-volume disease, findings from the study
suggest an improved benefit for combination treatment in
patients with high-volume disease. Further results are
pending; however, mPCa patients were further stratified for
these data, which may prove crucial in selecting patients to
undergo neoadjuvant chemotherapy before considering RP.
With improved systemic therapies and an ever-changing
standard of therapy, the design of a clinical trial evaluating
local therapy should allow for changes in systemic therapy
as advances are made.

Clinical features characteristic of small-cell prostate
carcinoma are the anaplastic features that portend an
ominous prognosis whether or not small-cell morphology is
present, and these often emerge during PCa progression.
Anaplastic criteria have been developed to identify which
patients may benefit most from chemotherapy, including
exclusive visceral or predominantly lytic bone metastases,
bulky tumor masses, low PSA levels relative to tumor
burden, and/or short response to ADT [69]. Of the seven
anaplastic criteria, Aparicio et al [69] found that bulky
tumor mass was significantly associated with poor out-
come, whereas neuroendocrine markers did not predict
outcome or response to therapy. Much research is under
way to characterize and identify the patients most likely to
respond to chemotherapy and multimodal treatments.

Resectability is often a consideration when discussing
local therapy in mPCa and deserves further mention.
Oncologic and functional outcomes suggest the utility of
RP in high-risk patients [70–72]. Moreover, these studies
also address the concern regarding resectability and
appropriate patient selection, which is imperative when
selecting mPCa patients who might benefit from local
therapy. As mentioned, a recent study found a survival
benefit in mPCa patients who underwent local therapy;
however, the study failed to identify which mPCa patients

may portend to improved survival benefit [60]. In an
attempt to discern which mPCa patients might benefit the
most from local therapy, Fossati et al [61] analyzed SEER-
Medicare data for 8197 mPCa patients (M1a–c) during
2004–2011. The patients were categorized according to
treatment type: local therapy versus nonlocal treatment
(either ADT or observation) of the primary tumor. When
compared with nonlocal therapy, local therapy of the
primary tumor led to a higher CSM-free survival rate in
patients with a predicted CSM risk <40%. Among mPCa
patients, the potential benefit of local treatment of the
primary tumor probably depends greatly on tumor char-
acteristics, and proper patient selection will be essential.

3.5. Clinical trials evaluating local therapy in distant mPCa

The Systemic Therapy in Advancing or Metastatic Prostate
Cancer (STAMPEDE) trial has been established to further
evaluate multimodal therapy in the treatment of mPCa
[73,74]. One arm of the trial will investigate RT treatment in
patients with mPCa. As with all the existing arms in the
STAMPEDE trial, these patients will be compared to the
control arm receiving ADT alone (Fig. 1). A relative
improvement of 25% in OS is the target. Accounting for
co-recruitment to the other trial comparisons, !1200 mPCa
patients will be included in this comparison, with 600 of
them allocated to the RT arm. Moreover, with a total of nine
arms in the STAMPEDE trial, including the use of
abiraterone, prednisone, and ADT, as well as another arm
combining enzalutamide, abiraterone, and prednisone with
ADT, optimal treatment options are likely to be further
elucidated. A similarly designed prospective multicenter
study in the Netherlands (HORRAD) randomizing patients
with mPCa to hormonal therapy or hormonal therapy and
RT has finished accrual (Fig. 2) [75].

While these studies have incorporated local therapy in
the form of RT, several studies are now evaluating
integration of surgery in the multimodal approach to mPCa.
A UK-based trial, TRoMbone, is being established and aims

Patients eligible for STAMPEDE

ADT ADT (+RT if N0 M0)

Arm A + RT to prostate

Arm A + abiraterone + enzalutamide Arm A + abiraterone + enzalutamide

NEWLY DIAGNOSED M1 PATIENTS1 ALL OTHER PATIENTS 2

RANDOMIZATION RANDOMIZATION

A A

J J

H

Fig. 1 – Study design for the STAMPEDE trial (protocol version 12.0 with inclusion of enzalutamide + abiraterone comparison). Source: STAMPEDE trial.
Protocol version 12.0. http://www.stampedetrial.org/PDF/STAMPEDE_Protocol_v12.0_clean.pdf
1 Except for patients with a contraindication to radiation therapy (RT).
2 All suitable patients with newly diagnosed, locally advanced disease should also have RT to the prostate.
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HTTP://WWW.UROWEB.ORG/FILEADMIN/ DOCUMENTS/
2014_FACTSHORRAD_FACTS___FIGURE_UPDATE_06-

SEP-2014.PDF.  
A randomised study about the effect on survival of hormonal therapy plus 
local external radiation therapy in patients with primary diagnosed 
metastasized (M+) prostate cancer. HORRAD trial 

to randomize men with oligometastatic disease to RP plus
treatment as usual versus treatment as usual alone, and will
investigate 5-yr OS as its endpoint (P. Sooriakumaran,
personal communication). It is premised on data from
CHAARTED supporting different prognoses in oligo- versus
poly-metastatic disease, and thus the ‘‘control’’ exerted by
the primary tumor in metastatic disease may be greater for
lower-burden disease.

A multicenter, randomized phase 3 trial of best systemic
therapy or best systemic therapy plus definitive local
therapy (radiation or surgery) of the primary tumor in mPCa
(ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01751438) is under way in North
America to evaluate whether treatment with systemic
therapy in combination with local therapy in distant
metastatic disease (M1) is more effective than systemic
therapy alone [76].

While systemic therapy in mPCa is the current standard
of care for castrate-sensitive PCa [4,5], recent findings
suggest that a combination of chemotherapy and ADT may
improve survival in select patients [6]. However, both

TRoMbone and the North American trial are designed to
allow for changes in standard systemic treatments over
time to prevent them from becoming obsolete as standards
evolve. In the North American trial, best systemic therapy
allows for initiation of therapy as seen fit by the treating
physician. Randomization will correct for any discrepancy
in systemic treatments. The primary endpoint of this trial is
PFS, defined as the time from the start of systemic therapy
to the date of disease progression or death, whichever
occurs first. Progression is defined according to Prostate
Cancer Working Group 2 [77]. Early progressors (within
6 mo) are not randomized to the treatment arm but undergo
end-of-study evaluation to gather data on this poor-
prognosis group (Fig. 3). The trial is not limited to
oligometastatic disease and is also open to patients with
all volumes of mPCa without evidence of progression at
6 mo. Data from this trial should provide further insight into
which patients may benefit from local therapy in addition to
systemic treatment and should provide for a better-
informed phase 3 trial evaluating this treatment paradigm.

Randomization
n = 446

Arm 1 ( n=233)

Arm 2 ( n = 223)
Primary osseous
metastasized prostate cancer

Standard hormonal
treatment with LHRH
antagonist: Pamorelin

Standard hormonal
treatment with LHRH
antagonist: Pamorelin
and local external
radiotherapy (70 Gray)

On  31 August 2014
n = 0 to recruit

Stop date
recruitment:

31 August 2014

End of Study:
August 2016

Fig. 2 – Study design for the HORRAD trial. Source: European Urological Association. HORRAD study facts and figures. http://www.uroweb.org/fileadmin/
documents/2014_FactsHORRAD_Facts___Figure_update_06-Sep-2014.pdf. LHRH = luteinizing hormone–releasing hormone.
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A. PSA ≤4 ng/ml  
B. PSA >4 ng/ml
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Enrollment and
randomization:
≥ M1 PCa*

BST +
local

therapy
(RT or

surgery)

BST only

Consent

End of study
evaluation

End of study
evaluation

End of study
evaluation
(MDA only)

Fig. 3 – Study design for NCT01751438. BST = best systemic therapy; PCa = prostate cancer; PSA = prostate-specific antigen.
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Mensajes para llevar 
a casa… 



REFLEXIONES I 

•  Los datos disponibles sobre el origen de la enfermedad 
metastásica y el impacto del tratamiento citoreductor del 
CaPm son prometedores; y han generado hipótesis sobre el 
empleo racional de esta alternativa terapéutica.  

 
•  Existen datos prospectivos que demuestran mejoría en los 

resultados del tto multimodal de los CaP localmente 
avanzados, y estudios retrospectivos que sugieren mejor 
supervivencia y descenso en síntomas de progresión local en 
pacientes con N+ ocultos y metástasis en el momento de la 
LDN y PR.   



REFLEXIONES II 

   
•  Los nuevos paradigmas en el tratamiento del CaP, las 

nuevas terapias sistémicas, y el mejor conocimiento 
molecular, clonal y genético de esta heterogénea 
enfermedad nos augura avances importantes en un 
futuro cercano. 

•  La opción de un tratamiento citoreductor del CaPm 
dependerá de si demuestra un impacto en la 
progresión sintomática y en la biología tumoral en os 
ensayos clínicos en marcha.  



..y si pasamos de guías clínicas ¡¡¡¡ 



¿QUIÉN SE PUEDE 
BENEFICIAR? 

•  Expectativa de vida razonable. 
•  Cinética de PSA lenta, Gleason < 8 
•  CaPm con PSA nadir < 4 ng/ml (<0,2) luego de un ciclo de 

6 meses de DA.  
•  Fenotipo histológico (no CaP células pequeñas, 

anaplásicos ni con diferenciación neuroendocrina) 
•  Determinado volumen tumoral metastásico a definir (< 3 

metástasis óseas, ganglionares pélvicas) . 
•  Determinadas localizaciones metastásicas (No viscerales, 

óseas y líticas) 
•  Opción  de resecabilidad razonable (RNMmp) 



¿QUE PODEMOS CONSEGUIR ? 

•  Mejorar la supervivencia global ?  

•  Reducir el riesgo de progresión clínica local y con ello 
la necesidad de maniobras terapéuticas posteriores 
(RAO 35% e Uropatía obstructiva 15%). 

•  Retrasar la necesidad de terapia sistémica y con ello 
sus efectos secundarios (28 meses)? 

•  Retrasar la resistencia a la castración o ampliar el 
tiempo hasta la progresión ?  

 



¿QUE QUEDA PENDIENTE ? 

“DEFINIR EL CANDIDATO IDEAL y la ESTRATEGIA MULTIMODAL” 

•  Edad, expectativa de vida, nivel de PSA, Grado Gleason y 
tipo histológico. 

•  Número de metástasis y localización (Prostascint*, PET-TAC 
colina, RNM mp Uspio) 

  - Ganglionares < 2 pélvicas y no Retroperitoneales. 
  - Óseas blásticas < 3 no líticas. 
  - no Metástasis pulmonares ni hepáticas. 
•  Resecabilidad (RNM mp) 
•  Fenotipo y marcadores genéticos y tisulares (Prostavysion*,  

Prolaris*, Oncotype*. Decipher*,..CTCs) 
 



…..Y EL FUTURO?? 
•  Nuevos marcadores (CTCs, GenPTEN-TMPRSS2...) 
•  Mejor conocimiento del fenotipo morfológico, 

clonal y genético del CaP y sus metástasis. 
•  Nuevas modalidades diagnósticas con más 

precisión (ProstaScint Ga-PSMA, RNM mP,….) con 
opción de mayor precocidad identificación 
metastásica. 

•  Nuevas y mejores sinergias terapéuticas de un 
tratamiento multimodal. 70 L. Marks

also been associated with poor clinical outcome 
in AML  [  92  ] , and some of the genes located in 
the 3 Mb area of deletion between  TMPRSS2  and 
 ERG  (e.g.,  HMGN1 ) have been proposed as 
tumor suppressors  [  93  ] . 

 As population-based studies suggest that men 
with  TMPRSS2:ERG  positive cancers have more 
aggressive cancers, early detection in urine may 
reduce disease mortality. Additionally, it is not 
important if ETS fusions are independent prog-
nostic factors for an early detection test, as cases 
with aggressive features are those that are desired 
to be detected. Importantly, a urine-based test 
should be able to detect the presence of any fusion 
positive foci in a man with prostate cancer. 
Obviously, prospective trials correlating urine, 
biopsy, natural history, and outcome following 
prostatectomy will be needed to further explore 
associations between ETS fusion status and 
outcome.  

   Conclusions 
 In addition to the clinical applications reviewed 
above, ETS fusions have the potential to impact 
other aspects of prostate cancer management 
(Fig.  4.12 ); however, research in these areas is in 
its infancy or has not been reported. For example, 

it is unclear if ETS fusions may be used for moni-
toring disease recurrence. Similarly, no reports of 
association between ETS fusions and outcome 
after radiation therapy or adjuvant androgen 
deprivation therapy have been published.     

   Biomarkers in Prostate Tissue 

 Histopathologic features of CaP, e.g., Gleason 
Score, tumor extent, and margin status, would in 
prior years have been considered biomarkers. 
These features, while biomarkers in the literal 
sense, are now conventional parts of the pathol-
ogy report and are discussed elsewhere in this 
book. Aids in clarifying a tissue diagnosis, such 
as basement membrane and racemase stains, are 
also not part of the present discussion, nor are 
putative premalignant lesions such as PIN or 
ASAP. The following tissue biomarkers are 
molecular indicators of disease presence or sever-
ity, which may supply more information about 
treatment and prognosis than histopathologic fea-
tures now considered standard. All are promis-
ing, but none has yet reached “most promising” 
status, according to Sutcliffe’s comprehensive 
review  [  94  ] . 

  Fig. 4.12    Translation of ETS gene fusions to clinical 
practice. Potential applications of ETS gene fusions dur-
ing the clinical course of prostate cancer are shown. 
Detection of fusion transcripts in the urine of at risk men 
can be used for the early detection of prostate cancer. 
Determination of ETS gene fusion status may be able to 
stratify precursor lesions and diagnostically dif fi cult cases 

on biopsy. ETS fusion status and speci fi c fusion mecha-
nisms/transcripts may be used to in fl uence treatment deci-
sions, including the choice of active surveillance vs. 
de fi nitive treatment. ETS fusion status and transcript 
expression in circulating tumor cells may be used to indi-
cate ongoing androgen signaling in the castration-resistant 
metastatic stage       

 

Thus, there is a need for a prospective approach where all
parts of the study are standardised: imaging, surgery, and
pathological analysis. This is best done in therapy-naı̈ve
patients prior to radical prostatectomy.

In this month’s issue of European Urology, Budäus et al
[8] present results of a small retrospective analysis in
patients with a PSMA ligand PET/CT prior to radical
prostatectomy. They found a sensitivity and specificity
for the detection of lymph node metastases of 33.3% and
100%, respectively. However, as stated by Derlin et al [9],
this analysis suffers from a variety of methodological
problems such as lack of clear description of selection
criteria for the presented cohort of patients under
investigation, pooling of patients having their PSMA ligand
PET/CT in five different institutions, and lack of a reference-
read by nuclear medicine physicians/radiologists. No
information is given whether the imaging results were
simply extracted from the medical reports of the different
centres or whether the image data were available and
analysed by the authors. The aforementioned methodologi-
cal shortcomings make it difficult to estimate the validity of
the data and the conclusion drawn by the authors.

A second finding of Budäus et al [8] was that the
detection rate for lymph node metastases is substantially
influenced by their size, which is not surprising. The
detection of a lesion using a targeted radiopharmaceutical is
a function of the lesion size and the expression of the target
structure in that lesion as well as the pharmacokinetic
behaviour of the targeted radiopharmaceutical. The depen-
dence on target expression applies to all radiopharmaceu-
ticals, and the limitations caused by a restricted image
resolution to all imaging modalities.

What is the role of PSMA ligand PET/CT in patients with
PC? In the treatment-naı̈ve situation imaging can help to
refine risk-stratification of individual patients, but of
course, a systematic evaluation has to be done in patients
prior to radical prostatectomy. Such an evaluation will
result in useful data about the tracer performance with
respect to the detection of intraprostatic lesions and lymph
node metastases. The data may also be used for radiation
therapy planning, biopsy-guidance, and focal therapy.

[(Fig._1)TD$FIG]

Fig. 1 – 68Ga-PSMA-HBED-CC PET/CT (maximal intensity projection) in a
patient with multiple bone metastases and carcinosis of the bone
marrow.

[(Fig._2)TD$FIG]

Fig. 2 – Comparison of (A) 18F-fluoromethylcholine and (B) 68Ga-PSMA-HBED-CC in a patient with biochemical recurrence. 68Ga-PSMA-HBED-CC positron
emission tomography–computed tomography shows tracer accumulation in a small aorto-caval lymph node metastasis (orange arrow), which is not
seen on 18F-fluoromethylcholine positron emission tomography–computed tomography.
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¿ Ha quedado 
todo claro? 


